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Foreword

The four papers contained in this volume were presented at the August 1994 meetings of
the American Statistical Association as a session titled, "Public Policy and Data Comparability:
New Interest in Public Library Data." The session was chaired by Paul D. Plachon, Associate
Commissioner for Elementary/Secondary Education Statistics at the National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES). It was organized by Carrol Kindel, Chief, Library Statistics Unit at NeES.
An introduction to the papers is provided by John G. Lorenz, who served as discussant for the
seSSIon.
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Introduction
by

John G. Lorenz, Coordinator
Library Statistics Program

U.S. National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science

In many ways, the four papers presented at the 1994 Conference of
the American Statistical Association, and compiled in this volume,
exemplify a renaissance in the development of a national library statistics
program. That program had its rebirth as recently as 1988 with the passage
of the Hawkins-Stafford Act, P.L. 102-297, resulting in an amendment to
the U.S. Department of Education's General Provisions Act sproviding for
the collecting and disseminating statistical information on libraries,
collecting data from libraries, developing and supporting a cooperative
system of annual data collection for public libraries, and obtaining data on
libraries, including school libraries, and their resources through the Schools
and Staffing Survey (SASS).

From an historic perspective, it is interesting to note that the basic
purpose for the establishment of the U.S. Bureau of Education in the
Department of the Interior in 1870 was the collection and publication of
national statistics on all phases of education. One of the earliest major
statistical and descriptive reports of the agency was Public Libraries in the
United States published in 1876, which reported on about 300 public
libraries with collections larger than 10,000 volumes. The public library
definition used in compiling this impressive bound and illustrated volume of
759 pages included academic and "society" libraries Of, in effect, any
substantial library that was not privately owned.

From that point on there were only occasional library surveys,
including a few surveys of academic libraries. In 1937 the now named
U.S. Office of Education (USOE) established for the first time a separate
Services to Libraries Section, staffed by trained librarians whose
responsibilities included librar)T statistics as well as library research and
development. Under several changes in the name of the unit, the statistics
collected and produced b)T the librar)T services unit of USOE, between the
years 1938 and 1965, for public, academic and school libraries, and library
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education, even though quite basic in content and methodology, were useful
in the development of public policy and Federal legislation that for the first
time provided Federal grants for the improvement and development of
public libraries, school libraries, and academic libraries. For example,
relative to school libraries, it was a sample survey done by postcard, and
carried out with the cooperation of the Council of Chief State School
Officers, that revealed a shocking lack of school libraries across the country
at the elementary school level as well as serious deficiencies at the
secondary school level. The result was the inclusion of a Federal grant
program specifically for school library materials in the major education
legislation of the 1960's, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
These stimulative grants were the foundation of the development of school
library media centers across the countr)' as we know and surve)' them today.

In 1965, USOE centralized all statistical survey operations carried out
by the various office units under a new National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES). This did result in the further development, in cooperation
with the national education and library professional organizations, of
improved national standard terminology, definitions, and statistical
methodology. There was a national conference on library statistics in 1967,
and a planning document, Planning for a Nationwide System of Library
Statistics, was published b)' the American Library Association in 1970,
under an NCES contract. This was a period of great change including the
use of computers in editing, tabulation, and other statistical functions, and
the reorganization and reassignment of library statistics responsibilities.
Most negatively, there was insufficient funding to support a recommended
schedule of library surveys with regularity. The general decline in NCES
performance during this period resulted in a request by the U.S. Department
of Education, now a Cabinet-level agency, to the National Academy of
Sciences in 1985 to make a study and evaluation of NCES. It was the
recommendations of that study and their implementation in the 1988
legislation cited earlier, that subsequently improved NCES funding,
staffing, and organization. These improved resources, in turn, provided the
foundation for what is referred to here as the renaissance in national library
statistics.

Under the 1988 legislation and appropriations, NCES was able to
develop a cooperative agreement with the U.S. National Commission on
Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS) under a Memorandum of
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Understanding (MOU) to undertake a national library statistics program.
NCLIS, established in 1970, appropriately had the authority "to conduct
studies, surveys, and analyses of the library and information needs of the
Nation ... and contract with Federal agencies ... to carry out any of its
functions." It was also opportune that there had been earlier library statistics
planning by an American Library Association (ALA) committee, under the
leadership of Dr. Mary Jo Lynch, head of the ALA Office for Research and
Statistics. This work is well described in the first paper, included in this
volume, by Dr. Lynch.

Based on the finding that all of the 50 States and the District of
Columbia (DC) were already collecting annual public library data, it was
recommended b)T the committee that the first element of the national library
statistics program should focus on the annual collection of public library
data using each of the State library agencies as intermediaries for the
development and collection of standard public library data. A representative
task force established under the MOU developed An Action Plan for a
Federal-State Cooperative System for Public Library Data (FSCS) that
spelled out the specific data elements, their standard definitions, the need for
a universe file, the methodology in using computer technology to record,
edit, transmit, and publish the data from the 50 States and DC and the
responsibilities of NCES, NCLIS, the state library agencies, and the task
force. The task force would later evolve into the FSCS Steering Committee
to advise NCES/NCLIS under specific Bylaws. Objectives of the system
include good communication between all parties, training of participants in
the use of the standard software and technolog)T, the application of the
standard data items and definitions, and the productive use of the resulting
data at local, State, and Federal levels for research and public policy.

The rapid development and continuing improvement of FSCS in its
first six years, 1988-94, has indeed been remarkable. Within the first two
years all State library agencies were reporting their public library data by
diskette, and each year the published data have shown improvement in
survey coverage and quality. These positive results have been encouraging
to NCES in the broader applications of computer technolog)T and the
principles of State and institutional level cooperation in the improvement of
other education surveys.
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In the library field, the same cooperative and technical principles have
also been applied to the biennial academic library survey, part of the
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data Survey (IPEDS) beginning with
the 1990 data. Software was developed for the reporting, editing,
transmitting, and publishing of the academic library data. In addition,
library representatives were designated in each of the States to take
responsibility and work cooperatively with the IPEDS Coordinators on the
completeness and timeliness in reporting the academic library data. A
training program for the library representatives has also contributed to the
improvement of this program.

The cooperative Library Statistics Program, to complete this picture,
also now includes an annual State Library Agency Survey that will be
reported for the first time in 1995. The Library Statistics Program will also
continue to lend assistance to the more in-depth gathering of school library
media center data, including data on school library media specialists, under
the major NCES School and Staffing Survey (SASS). In cooperation with
the Federal Library and Information Center Committee (FLICC) of the
Librar)' of Congress, the Library Statistics Program is assisting in the
planning and execution of much needed Federal Library Surveys. In an
early planning stage is the development of a Library Systems Survey, a type
of library service unit that most frequently does not provide direct library
service to users and therefore falls outside of present public, school, and
academic librar)' definitions. These units provide resources and services to
other libraries and are, therefore, important in improving nationwide library
servIces.

The FSCS program has welcomed the interest and cooperation of the
Bureau of the Census staff in the further improvement of the program. This
applies particularly to the study by David Kellerman, Chief of the Research
and Evaluation Branch of the Governments Division, on Evaluating
Coverage in the Public Library Statistics Program, and the Study in Library
Structure and Organizations and Their Relationship to the Census of
Governments by Stephen D. Owens, an expert in governmental organization
in the same Division. These are the third and fourth papers of this volume.

The FSCS Steering Committee has been fortunate to have as
continuing members, not onl)1 Dr. Mar)' Jo Lynch of ALA, but also Dr. E.
Walter Terrie, a professional demographer, statistician, an'd "techie" who
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has been part of the Library Statistics Program since its inception, initially
as the State Data Coordinator for the Florida State Library. Dr. Terrie has
also done an annual analysis of the completeness of the public library data
submitted to NCES and has perfected a software package for the analysis of
the public library data (PUBLDAP). He has also prepared all FSCS
participants, through his advice and counsel, with the realities that quality
data are essential before time series can be considered valid and reliable.
Dr. Terrie's paper in this volume provides analyses and mapping of the
public library data never before visably available.

A strong attribute of the cooperative Library Statistics Program and a
great contribution to its renaissance has been the creation of the Library
Statistics Unit in the NCES organizational structure with a staff, though
small, that possesses statistical leadership and communication skills. The
counterpart staff at NCLIS has professional experience in working
successfull)' with the national library community. The two staffs working
cooperativel)' in the areas of training, communication, data use, and other
professional program elements have pla)'ed a significant role in achieving
the current stage of development of this national library statistics program.
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PUBLIC LIBRARY STATISTICS: TWO SYSTEMS COMPARED

By

Mary Jo Lynch, Ph.D.
Office for Research and statistics
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I. Inttoduction
My purpose this mcming is to describe two

systems that collect data on public homes. The
fll'St and most comprehensive data system, the
Federal-State Cooperative System fex' Public Library
Data (FSCS), is pan of the National Centez for
Education Statistics (NCES). The secon~ Public
Library Data Service (PLDS), is pan of the Public
Library Association (pLA). I probably don't need
to describe NCES to this audience, but I will say a
word of introduction about PLA. PLA is one of the
11 specialized divisions of ALA--the American
Library Association. ALA, the association that pays
my salary every two weeks, is a non-profit, 501c3
association of over 54,000 personal members. We
also have over 2,500 organization members but our
main focus is on service to the S4,OOO personal
members. Most are practicing librarians.

They come primarily from three types of
libraries: academic libraries (those in colleges and
universities), school library media centers (those in
elementary and secondary schools), and public
libraries (those that serve entire communitiesf

usually as pan of municipalities but sometimes part
of counties or other local government units). About
8,000 members with a special interest in public
libraries belong also to the ALA division called the
Public Library Association (PLA). We'll come
back to the PLA in a few minutes but rust a few
general remarks about public libraries.

n. Public Libraries: Definition and Distribution
The current FSCS defmition of a public

library is as follows:
"A public library is established under state enabling
laws or regulations to serve the residents of a
community, distric~ or region. A public library is
an entity that provides at least the following: 1) an
organized collection of printed or other library
materials, or a combination thereof: 2) a paid staff.
to provide and interpret such materials as required
to meet the informational, cultural, recreational,
and/or educational needs of a clientele: 3) an
established schedule in which services of the staff

are available to clientele; and 4) the facilities
necessary to suppon such a collection, staff, and
schedule.

The FSCS defmition ends with this caveaL
"Note: Stale law detennines whether an entity is a
public library." As far as we can determine, almost
all of the public libraries described by FSCS
statistics do meet the FSCS defmition, but since a
few states recognize as public libraries a few
entities that don't meet all four criteria, and since
FSCS is a cooperative system, the caveat is
n~ssary.

According to Public libraries in t~

United Stales: 1992, the founh annual report of the
FSCS, there are 8.946 public libraries in the U.S.
Of those, 1,463 have one or more branches for a
total of 7,035 branches. The 8,946 public libraries
are found in all staleS with the numbers per Stale

ranging from 1 in Hawaii, to 23 in Wyoming, to 24
in Maryland to 512 in Iowa to 761 in New York.
The number of public libraries in a state may have
little relationship to the population or geographic
area of a state because of differences in the way
library service is organized. Maryland has 24
COWlty libraries to serve 4.9 million whereas Iowa
has 517 municipal libraries to serve only 2.9
million. However, Iowa has only 28 branch
libraries whereas Maryland has 184. Another
difference: in Maryland, none of the 24 libraries
serve populations of less than 10,000 whereas in
Iowa 89.6% serve populations of Jess than 10,000.
The Iowa pattern is more common as 61 % of the
public libraries in the U.S. serve populations of less
than 10,000. Figure 1 shows the distribution of
public libraries by mnge of population served.

In. National Statistics on Public Libraries 1876
1988

The federal government has been collecting
statistics about public libraries for almost 120 years.
The fIrSt repo~ in 1876. used a very different
definition of a public library from the one just
given. For that repon, a public library was any
library that was located somewhere other than in a
personal residence. College libraries were included,
as was any other library accessible to more than



one person or family. Eventually, the definition of
public library became more specific. National data
collection occurred sporadically, usually on a
sample basis, until FSCS was established in the late
1980s.

Several factors combined to start FSCS.
One of them was a series of projects I coordinated
with funding from the US Department of Education.
In 1983 ALA responded to an RFP that called for
an analysis of current statistics collected at the state
or national level on all types of libraries, primarily
by NCES but also by other agencies, and for
development of a plan for the future.

We noted in our proposal that we would
explore the statistics collected from public libraries
by the 50 state library agencies. We suspected
most states did this and suspecteeL funher, that they
collected similar data. We were right in the rust
case. All states but one collected data regularly and
the one non-collector had collected it in better
times. In many states, the annual data collection
was mandated by the law charging the state library
agency with responsibility for public library
developmenL

We were not quite right about similarity
between and among states. Although the general
topics were very similar, the line items and
instructions were often different. I found this out
by hiring an experienced indexer who analyzed the
50 state questionnaires, line by line, and produced
over 300 pages of grids with line items as columns
and the 50 states as rows and xs in cells to show
which states used an item. When this work was
complete we concluded tha~ although there
certainly were differences, they were not big
enough to prevent establishment of a common
system. Before suggesting this to NCES in the
final project re~ I tried it out on the 50 Chief
Officers of State Library Agencies (COSLA) at
their annual fall meeting. They gave me the go
ahea~ so the fmal repon in 1984 recommended the
establishment of a system that would combine the
annual collection of public library statistics by state
library agencies to produce a national statistical
repon on public libraries to be issued by NeES.
That is what we have now, but it didn't happen
immediately.

Both NCES and the Library Programs
Office of the Department of Education funded a
pilot project from 1985 to 1987. The original
proposal was to work with 5 to 7 states to explore
ways to achieve consistency in items and reporting
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in machine readable form. When we invited the 50
states to participate, 20 volunteered and 15 stuck it
out to the end of the project By the time the
project was completed in 1987, another force was at
work to support the development of the cooperative
system--the Hawkins-Stafford Elementary and
Secondary School Improvement Act of 1988. One
pan of this law specifically charged NCES to
collect statistics about libraries and mentions the
need for a federal-state cooperative system for
public library data.

Once the law passed, a task force of
representatives from several governmental and
private agencies, including NCES and ALA, met
monthly for seven months to develop an action
plan. Part of that plan called for annual meetings
of NCES and the 50 state data coordinators
beginning in December 1988. Another key
component was the development of computer
software known as DEcrOP (Data Entry
Conversion and Table Output Program). DEcrOP
was designed to allow import of data from Lotus,
dBASE III, and ASCII files so states could still use
their local software systems for state data
requirements.

A third key component in FSCS is a
steering committee that meets at least 3 times a
year to solve problems and plan improvements.
Serving on the committee are 5 persons elected by
the State Data Coordinators, NCES personnel, staff
of the National Commission on Libraries and
Infonnation Science (NCLIS) and a few ad hoc
experts like me and Walter Terrie. Decisions are
made by this group in concert with the 50 states.

IV. Current Status
This is how FSCS works. Each of the SO

states collects data annually using their own fonn
and procedures. Most collect more data than FSCS
requires but for those 40 some items they use our
item names and definitions. Data for those items is
entered into DECPLUS directly or imported from
another software program. After edit checks are
run and corrections are made, the disk is sent to
NeES. Again there are edit checks and corrections
until NCES judges that data are good enough to run
tables. Each year, when the Steering Committee
studies the tables, we find anomalies that must be
resolved--and they are.

In 1988--the fIrst year--the combined data
was not good enough to be published as an E.D.Tab
report by NeES. Instead, it came out as a working



paper. From 1989 on the combined results were
good enough to be published by NCES. The 1992
repon was released on the OERI Bulletin Board in
June and went on the OERI gopher in July. A data
diskette with library by library data was released a
few weeks ago and the paper repon has just been
published by the Government Printing Office.

So what is FSCS good for? If I want basic
descriptive data on public library services,
collections, staff, income, expenditure for the U.S.
as a whole, fc. a single state or for anyone of 10
population size ranges, I go to the FSCS tables.
For those who are more computer literate than I am,
the data disk can be used 10 compare self-selected
groups of libraries allover the nation that share
certain characteristics. And there is more. Pan of
FSCS is a universe rue of public libraries that
contains key characteristics such as governance
(municipality, county or something else) or location
(urban, suburban, rural). This is an excellent frame
for samples.

v. PLA's Public Library Data Service
While all this work was going forward in

NCES, another system for public library statistics
was being developed in the private sector--PLA's
Public Library Data Service. This too has a long
history and is closely related to PLA's efforts to
help libraries plan service programs based on local
conditions and demonstrate accountability by
measuring results. The fIrSt step along this path
was the publication of A Planning Process for
Public Libraries (Chicago: ALA, 1980) in the early
1980s followed by Output Measures for Public
Libraries (Chicago: ALA, 1982). After a few
years, both manuals needed revision and PLA
assembled a team of experts and the funding to do
the \Vork. This time there was to be a third
component in the process--in addition to revising
the two earlier works, the team was charged with
designing a system that would collect key
management data annually from public libraries and
publish it promptly. I served on that team and was
asked to take the lead in designing the data service.
This assignment came at the same time that I was
working on the pilot project that led to FSCS. The
bad news is that people thought I was crazy,
working on two different projects to do what
seemed like the same thing. The good news is that
I was able to ensure that most of the items and
definitions are the same in both systems thus
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avoiding confusions for those who repon the
statistics and for those who use them.

PLA never had any allusions about
collecting data from all public libraries. Their focus
would be on the several hundred large public
libraries serving populations Qf over 100,000. Two
systems already existed for doing this and neither
was satisfactory. Since 1959 the Allen County
Public Library in Fon Wayne, Indiana had collected
basic descriptive statistics from "Public Libraries in
the U.S. and Canada Serving Populations of
100,000 and Over" every 2 years. They did it as a
labor of love and did not go to great lengths to
advertise its availability. In the years when Fort
Wayne did not collect, similar though not identical
data was collected by the Urban Libraries Trustees
Council. This was even harder to get hold of.
Neither of these two agencies really wanted to
continue their efforts. PLA was eager to do so and
sure it could be done better. They planned to focus
on the big libraries but would invite others to
participate also. Such an invitation was essential
for an organization that claimed to represent all
public libraries.

After the team of experts mentioned earlier
completed the work of developing a preliminary
design for a public library data service, PLA
contracted with my office to spell out the details.
We were able to complete almost all of what has
turned out to be a very good plan. But they asked
me to stop when I told them the next step was to
develop quality control measures. PLA's basic
philosophy at the time was expressed in the preface
to the first annual repon of the PLDS "What you
see is what we gOL" I disagreed then and still do
but that attitude did enable PLA to collect data in
January and publish it in June. That's what they
did in 1988--the flJ"St year--and that's what they've
done every year since. Over time, I suspect data
quality has improved just because peers in a group
of 5D0-600 libraries see each other's data and
challenge anomalies. But no one has studied that
issue.

So what is PLDS good for? If I want
basic descriptive data on a specific large public
library (one serving over 100,(00), I go to the
PLDS report. Results are summarized for each
variable by quartiles for 10 population size ranges
but only results for the 4 ranges above 100,000 are
reliable as the samples from smaller communities
are much too small and very self-selected. Figure
2, using figures from the 1994 PLDS repo~



compares coverage of PLDS to coverage of FSCS
by population range.

In addition to all of the variables covered
by FSCS, PLOS also has additional variables such
as which of eight possible "roles" has been chosen
for emphasis and the library's score on specific
output measures, many of which are somewhat time
consuming to collect because they involve user
surveys or special record keeping by staff. Most
important to many PLDS users, PLDS reports salary
of director and salary of beginning librarian. PLDS
is also useful for the special topic data unique to
each year. In 1993 the special topic was
fundraising and in 1994 the special topic was
service to children.

Figure 3 summarizes differences in these
two systems. I use both FSCS and PLDS in my
work as do others concerned with public library
statistics. For example, a newspaper reporter from
a big city wants to know how much money the
library in her city gets from state government
PLDS is my source. To put that in contex~ she
wants to compare her city with several specific
others. Again I use PLOS. Then she wants to
know about state funds for local libraries in the
whole state and in the nation. For those answers I
tum to FSCS. The two work together very well
and I hope they both continue for a long time. The
signs are good that it will happen.
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Figure 2. Public Libraries ill FSCS aDd PLDS

PopulatioD FSCS '91 PLDS '94

Over 1,000,000 19 22

500,000 to 999,999 52 ~

250,000 to 499~ 91 7'

100,000 to 249~ 285 207

50,000 to 99~ 500 170

25,000 to 49,999 867 65

10,000 to 24,999 1631 29

5,000 to 9,999 1487 19

under 5,000 3982 19

TOTAL 8914 653

Figure 3. Comparison or Characteristics, FSCS and PLDS
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INTRODUCTION

The collection and disse~tion ofpublic library statistics in the United States has

been a largely sporadic and ad-hoc venture. Beginning back in the 1870's the recently

formed U.S. Office of Education collected statistical information on public libraries and

published a report Public Libraries in the United States. There was, however, no ongoing

systematic attempt to collect, analyze and disseminate public library statistics at the

national level. Various states, working independently of each other, had published State

library directories and statistical compendiums as they found necessary or desirable. As

early as 1970 there were calls for the creation of a national system for the collection of

public library statistics (LaMoure, 1988).1 At the national level, there were also efforts

such as the National Center for Education Statistics' (NCES) 1974 Library General

Information Survey (LmGIS) and its' subsequent revisions. These efforts succumbed to

changing priorities and reduced funding and ceased to exist by the early 1980's (Lorenz,

1989).

In 1984, the American Library Association's (ALA) Office for Research

completed a report commissioned by the Center for Education Statistics (now NeES)

describing the library (public, academic and school media) statistics collection pro~ in

each ofthe states. The report noted that all SO states collected some annual statistics from

lAccordiDg to LaMoure, there were two such calls in 1970. One was the American Library Association's
Standards/0,. Llb,.tlIY Functions at the SttJIe Level aDd the seccmd a report issued by the New York State
Library, PIQ1IIIing!o,. Q Nationwide System ofLib,.ary StIJlistics.



public libraries and that with the adoption of a common core of items and definitions it

would be possible to develop an annual census ofpublic library statistics within the U.S.

On October 1, 1985, a pilot project involving AL~ NeES and the states was begun

to detennine the feasibility of establishing a Federal/State Cooperative System for Public

Library Statistics (FSCS).2 All 50 states were invited to participate. Twenty initially

expressed an interest and 15 became active participants in the pilot project.3 In March of

1986 a workshop was held in Chicago for the participating states to revise items,

definitions and instructions and to prepare to incorporate the common items into their

respective questionnaires." Twelve states' eventually submitted FY6 1986 public library

data as part of the demonstration project. Encouraged by the results, plans were

formulated for a 1987 data collection effort, and a Task Force On A Federal-State

Cooperative System for Public Library Data was jointly formed by NCES and the U.S.

National Commission on Libraries and Information Science (NCLIS).

-•A legislative mandate to collect public library statistics was included in the Hawkins

Stafford Elementary and Secondary School Improvement Amendments of 1988 (pL 100

297). Section 406, subparts a-g mandated the development and support of a voluntary

Federal-State Cooperative System for annual nationwide collection and dissemination of

public library data.

2Details of this pilot project are taken from various unpublisbed memoranda from my personal files. .
3Tbey were: California, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, IndiaN, Minnesota, New Hampshire, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Oregon, PeDDSY1vania, South Cam. Utah, Washington aDd Wyoming.
4TIJC 1986 pilot contaiDed 69 separate data elements. In 1987 this number was reduced to 64. By 1991
only 37 data elements remained in the common core. There are currently 39 data elements collected and
8DOtber 4 elements taken from the universe file are also appended.
5ney were: California, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, New Hampshire, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, South
Carolina, Utah, Washington and Wyoming.
6Fscs data is submitted by the states on a fiscal year basis. 1bis FY varies across states and even varies
across horaries within some states.
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The Task Force completed its' work and in April of 1989 issued a report entitled

An Action Plan/or a Federal State Cooperative System/or Public Library Data (Lorenz,

1989). The report called for the establishment of a universe file of all public libraries and

the collection and reporting of common core of data elements using standard definitions in

each of the states. It detailed a complete plan for organization, implementation,

governance and operation ofFSCS. A key feature of the plan was the establishment of a

State Data Coordinator within each state and the District of Columbia to whom

responsibility was given for collection, editing and submission of information from each

individual library within the state.

Data from 19 states for FY 1987 were submitted by July of 1988. In December of

1988, the first Annual Conference for FSCS was held in Annapolis Maryland and attended

by 49 of the 51 appointed State Data Coordinators. At this conference, 40 states

expressed their intent to submit 1988 data. Forty-five states' were aetually able to do so

and-results of their efforts were reported in an NCES Working Paper entitled Public

Libraries in Forty-Four States and the District o/Columbia: 1988 (podolsky, 1989). A

variety ofmethodological difficulties with these data were identified or suspected and they

should be used with considerable caution.

Data from all fifty states and the District of Columbia were submitted for FY 1989.

Tennessee was unable to supply data for individual libraries within the state but did submit

an aggregated state total for the data elements. These data were reported in Public

Libraries in Fifty States and the District 0/ Columbia: 1989 (podolsky, 1991). The

discussion in this paper will be limited to information from this time forward. Information

for FY 1990 through FY 1992 is also currently available. 1993 data is being submitted to

NCES in July of 1994.

7All states except Alabama. Georgia, Kansas, Maine, Nevada and Tennessee participated.
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There are two interrelated components to the FSCS data collection. The first is

statistical data collected from library administrative entities. This includes information on

staffing, income, expenditures, collection, circulation and hours of service.8 The second

component, a universe file, provides selected characteristics of the location of public

library outlets. This includes address, zip+4, county, and metropolitan status code.9

These data are submitted annually to NCES by the State Data Coordinators. The

infonnation is made available to the public through public use data files and through the

publication of an ED-TAD which reports summaries by state and by population of legal

service area.

The FSCS system has undergone inevitable "growing pains" associated with

launching a new data collection endeavor. Steady progress continues to be made toward

the collection and dissemination of reliable and valid nationwide public library statistics.

However, much work still remains. For example, imputation ofunreported data is not yet

performed. For this and other reasOns, time-series comparisons should probably not be

undertaken at this time. Never-the-less, these data appear to be improving10 and with

appropriate caution are useful for measuring the status ofpublic library service in the U.S.

The remainder of this paper explores issues surrounding the most fundamental of all

census tasks; namely detennining the actual number of public libraries by type during FY

1992 which is the latest year for which this infonnation is available.

I Appendix B contains a list ofdata elements aDd definitions for the administrative entity file.
'These elements aDd definitions are shown in Appendix c.
lOpor example, item DOD-response rates have declined steadiJy each year.
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WHAT IS A PUBLIC LIBRARY?

According to the current FSCS definition:

"A public library is established under state enabling laws or regulations to
serve the residents of a community, district, or region. A public library is an
entity that provides at least the following: 1) an organized collection of
printed or other library materials, or a combination thereof; 2) a paid staff to
provide and interpret such materials as required to meet the informational,
cultural, recreational, and/or educational needs ofa clientele; 3) an established
schedule in which services of the staff are available to clientele; and 4) the
facilities necessary to support such a collection, staff: and schedule. For
purposes of the FSCS data collection, however, state law prevails in the
determination of a public library and not all states' definitions are the same as
the FSCS definition." (Chute and Kroe, 1994; p. 7)11

Several feature of this definition should be noted. First, a public library must

provide all of the four defining features described. A professional (paid) staff must be

available to provide and interpret the materials. There must be an established schedule of

services and adequate facilities. One critical feature of the definition is, however, that

irrespective ofthe definition, state Jaw prevails in detennining what is or is not considered

a public library within FSCS.

In a recently commissioned coverage evaluation, the U.S. Bureau of the Census

states:

"This last note is ofparamount importance. From a statistical point ofview, it
pennits and codifies state differences in the definition ofa public library and in .
some cases nullifies the rest of the definition. This results in counts of public
libraries that would change in some states if a more uniform definition were
used across the country." (Census Bureau, 1994 p.16)

llLibraries on Indian Reservations or on military bases are considered wspecial hDraries" and are thereby
excluded from FSCS.
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The definition ofa public library has evolved over time. For FY 1989, the definition

was:

ItA library is an organized collection of information resource materials in
graphic, textual, audio, visual, and/or machine readable fonnat(s), arranged in
facilities and services by trained staff to provide patron/user/client programs
and access services offered on a regularly scheduled basis and regulated by
operating procedures through budgeted funds." (podolsky, 1991, p. 1)

Note the differences in this definition. The staff did not have to be paid, but

budgeted funds were required. No mention was made of the primacy of state law. The

definition used for the FY 90 and 91 was very similar to the current definition but also did

not specify that the staffbe paid. (Chute, 1992 and 1993, p. 5)12

Another crucial FSCS definitional issue, is the distinction between a library

administrative entity (the FSCS reporting unit) and a library service outlet. An

administrative entity is:

"... legally established under local or state law to provide public library service
-. to a particular client group ... The administrative entity may be administrative

only and have no outlets, it may have a single outlet, or it may have more than
one outlet." (Chute and Kroe, 1994, Appendix B)

Most administrative entities within the FSCS census are public libraries. Some,

however, are systems, federations or cooperatives, which coordinate and administer

library services supplied through a group of semi-autonomous central libraries, branches

and/or bookmobile services. An extreme example is the State of Hawaii in which public

library services are administered from the State Library through 1 central library, 47

branches and 6 bookmobile services. Other federated library systems provide support and

services for independent public library administrative units. These federations are not

12Qne proposed change to the dc:finition currently UDder discussion is that a public horary should receive
public funding.
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themselves considered a public library and are not normally included in the statistical

reports. 13 The fonnal definition for these type ofsystems is:

"A group of autonomous library entities joined together by fonnal or informal
agreements to perform various services cooperatively such as resource
sharing, communications, etc." (Chute and Kroe, 1994, Appendix B)

Governance and affiliation information for each administrative entity is determined

by three codes. The first, library system relationship, shows whether or not the

administrative entity is part of a system and, if so, are they the headquarters or are they

receiving or providing services. The legal basis code shows the local governance

structure, whether municipal, county, library district, school district, etc. The final

variable describes the administrative structure, whether single outlet, multiple outlet or

administrative only.14

Public libraries are organized by administrative entity but the public is served

through library service outlets. Outlets are the facilities which provide direct service to

the p~blic. Within FSCS there are three outlet types: central horaries. branch libraries and

bookmobile services. Each outlet is associated with an administrative entity and a very

limited amount ofinformation is collected for each outlet.I'

A central library is the location where the principal collection is maintained. The

administrative offices may be located elsewhere. Some regional, muIti-county or other

libraries may not report a central library, referring instead to each outlet as a branch.

A branch library is defined as:

13Tbc author is aware of at least one state in which statistical information for these type of federations is
reported in addition to reports from the associated public hbrary administrative entities, thereby producing
some overreporting of the number ofhbrarics and some other data.
14See AppeDdix B for complete details.
l'See AppeDdix C.
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"An auxiliary unit of an administrative entity which has at least all of the
following: 1) separate quarters; 2) an organized collection of library materials;
3) paid staff; and 4) regularly scheduled hours for being open to the public."
(Chute and Kroe, 1994, Appendix B)

A bookmobile service is an outlet that operates one or more bookmobiles. A

bookmobile is defined as:

itA traveling branch library. It consists of a least all of the following: 1) a
truck or van that carries an organized collection of library materials; 2) paid
staff; and 3) regularly scheduled hours (bookmobile stops) for being open to
the public." (Chute and Kroe, 1994, Appendix B)

The following chart shows some of the possible ways in which these administrative

entities and outlets can be interrelated.

SYPPAn Lty.,

ST.LA Surv.y

May
not .erve the
public dirKtly

N-?
Adm InIItr.ttv,

J.uIJ

N - .,141

Rlr,et S,ry'e.
2ILtJIll

Unlv.,•• FII.
Annual Update

CE -.,837
BR - 7.08.
BS - 105
8M -1,08'

:-.:::..~...... Chart 1.

As may be seen, there are three conceptually distinct levels involved with the provision

of library services. The first is the support level. This level facilitates the delivery of

public library services, but does not provide them directly. Each state has a State Library
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Agency which promotes and assists the development of public library service. A State

Library Agency Survey is currently under development within FSCS which will permit

comparisons of their programs and activities. Many public libraries belong to federations

or cooperatives which also support their activities.

The next organizational level is the administrative level. In so far as FSCS is

concerned, entities at this level are the public libraries. The left side of the chart shows

two administrative entities who belong to a system or federation which provides them with

services.

The third level is the direct service outlets. This is what most members of the

general public would probably consider a library. This level consists of the central

libraries, branches and bookmobile services.

The chart shows several possible organizational arrangements. The left most entity

has one central library, one branch and one bookmobile service. FSCS would consider

this a. multiple outlet administrative entity which was also a member of a system or

federation. The next library to the right is also a member of that system but is a single

outlet administrative entity.

On the right is an illustration of a federated system in which two semi-autonomous

libraries have joined together into a regional system which serves as their centralized

administration. This kind of an organization would be reported in FSCS as having two

central libraries, two branches and one bookmobile service.

Public library service is also provided through what are known as other outlets.

Examples would be books-by-mail or small collections maintained at extended care

faciIities, hospitals, jails and the like. FSCS use to collect information about number of

other outlets, but this is no longer attempted. As may be seen, the question, "what is a

public library?" does not have a short or simple answer.
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HOW lVIANY PUBLIC LIBRARIES ARE THERE IN THE U.S.?

The answer to that question has changed over the four years of the FSCS data

collection. Part of the change is due to improved reporting and part of it is due to public

library reorganization efforts. The trend in the provision of library service to the public

has been towards consolidation of separate libraries into regional or county-wide library

"systems". The actual number of service outlets has remained relatively steady.

The short answer to the question is that there are around 9,000 public library

administrative entities in the United States. 16 There are about 16,000 stationary outlets

(central and branch libraries) and 900 bookmobile services utilizing more than 1,000

bookmobile vehicles. These numbers show clearly why it is necessary to specify what you

mean by the term "library" when counting them. 17

Table 1 shows the count ofpublic libraries and library outlets by state and by year as

reported to FSCS. The Bureau of the Census undertook an independent assessment for

FY 1991 which is also included in the table. The Bureau utilized infonnation from library

directories published by each of the states, supplemented in some cases by information

obtained directly from the state library agency. Their count of9,092 was a close match to

the 1991 FSCS count of 9,050.18 (Census Bureau, 1994, p.17) It would appear,

therefore, that the FSCS system is doing a very good job of obtaining a complete census

count, though there is likely an undercount of most data elements due to item non

response combined with a lack ofimputation procedures.

16The fifty states and the District of Columbia. The territories to this point have not been panicipants but
have recen~y been invited to join and submit their data.
171 recently heard Attorney GeDcral Janet Reno on the radio stating her intent to supply each of nation's
16,000 horaries with information on how to comply with the American's with Disabilities Act. Clearly
she was thinking of Iibnuy bUildings rather than of hbraries. 1 wonder if each central and branch libnuy
will aetually be supplied with copies of these materials.
line Census Bureau's count can~ seen in Table 1. 0vcra11 coverage rate was 99.'%
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Table 1.
Number of Administrative Entities by State and Year

FY 1992 FY 1991 FY 1990 FY 1989

STATE Eatities CeDtnls Bnmches BKMobs. Outlets CeDSUI Bur. EDtlties Entities Entities

AI( 85 85 11 3 99 89 83 81 88

AI., 204 194 71 20 285 198 206 206 200
AR 36 33 171 11 215 36 36 37 38
AZ 39 87 14 172 96 89 91 83
CA 168 158 929 70 1157 168 168 168 169
CO 120 114 120 18 252 112 119 124 134
CT 194 194 SO 8 252 194 194 194 192
DC 1 1 26 1 28 1 1 1 1
DE 29 27 2 2 31 29 29 29 29
FL 110 95 294 36 425 112 112 119 115
GA 54 49 313 41 403 53 S3 S3 53
HI 1 1 47 6 54 1 1 1 1
IA 517 517 28 7 552 523 513 500 494
ID 107 lOS 37 S 147 107 107 107 111
IL 607 607 157 30 794 60S 602 603 597
IN 238 239 183 48 470 238 238 238 238
KS 320 313 4S 11 369 322 338 318 317
KY 116 117 69 110 296 116 115 115 115
LA 64 64 257 32 353 64 64 64 64
MA 374 374 116 17 507 374 374 374 348
MD 24 18 174 20 212 24 24 24 24
ME 226 226 5 1 232 242 225 238 238
MI 377 377 274 25 676 377 377 376 379
MN 133 122 231 22 375 133 133 130 133
MO 143 143 198 45 386 IS2 ISO 142 142
MS 47 47 198 2 247 47 47 46 46
MT 83 83 28 5 116 82 82 82 81
NC ·~4 71 276 59 406 77 73 73 100
NO 90 90 11 13 114 95 91 95 93
NE 269 269 15 11 295 272 270 264 261
NH 232 232 9 2 243 230 230 228 228
NJ 310 29S ISS 25 475 312 311 311 313
NM 74 74 18 4 96 72 63 68 70
NV 26 26 48 3 77 26 26 26 26
NY 761 761 336 18 1115 741 761 760 761
OH 250 244 436 60 740 250 250 250 250
OK 110 110 80 12 202 108 108 106 106
OR 125 118 76 13 207 124 124 125 123
PA 446 444 178 27 649 470 448 44S 441
RI 51 Sl 24 3 78 49 51 51 51
SC 40 40 137 38 215 40 40 40 40
SD 116 116 20 10 146 118 118 118 110
1N 136 124 147 16 287 190 190 135 178
TX 484 484 252 21 757 489 482 478 468
ur 69 49 43 29 121 69 70 69 69
VA 90 83 206 41 330 90 90 90 88
vr 205 205 6 0 211 204 204 205 200
WA 70 62 2SO 23 335 70 70 70 70
WI 380 378 74 15 467 380 379 377 372
WV 98 98 78 10 186 98 98 98 98
WY 23 23 5S 3 81 23 23 23 23
TOTALS 8,946 8,837 7,035 1,066 16,938 9,092 9,050 8,966 8,969
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Table 2.
Administrative Characteristics by State, FY 1992

N See A di B ~ defi . . f codesate: ~ppenl X or uution 0

Admiaistrative SystemIFederatioD ~.I(;overn.Dce

- - 'RHcic
'1 ... w:::

STATE Entities MA MO SO HQ NO OT SP SR CI CO NP SO OTHER

AK 8S 0 8 77 0 81 0 4 0 41 4 22 0 18
AL 204 2 19 183 16 41 10 2 135 151 15 0 2 38
AR 36 6 24 6 30 6 0 0 0 6 11 0 0 19

AZ 39 4 14 21 10 28 0 1 0 27 2 0 7 10

CA 168 10 103 55 0 6 0 162 0 105 52 0 11 11
CO 120 2 31 87 0 0 0 0 120 34 20 0 43 66
CT 194 0 30 164 0 11 0 0 183 98 0 96 0 0

DC 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

DE 29 0 1 28 0 19 2 0 8 27 2 0 0 0

FL 110 0 46 64 0 1 109 0 0 45 41 0 1 24
GA 54 4 46 4 0 54 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 52
HI 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
IA 517 0 13 504 0 0 0 0 517 514 3 0 0 0
ID 107 0 13 94 1 106 0 0 0 72 0 2 28 33
IL 607 0 59 548 0 3 0 604 0 359 0 0 247 248
IN 238 0 74 164 0 236 0 2 0 54 45 4 0 135
KS 320 0 9 311 S 13 1 0 301 290 15 0 0 15
KY 116 0 109 7 0 116 0 0 0 3 8 0 102 lOS
LA 64 2 59 3 2 52 0 10 0 4 59 0 0 1
MA 374 0 57 317 0 374 0 0 0 374 0 0 0 0
MD 24 9 14 1 2 0 0 0 22 0 23 0 0 1
ME 226 0 2 224 0 3 0 0 223 168 0 57 0 1
MI 377 0 51 326 0 10 0 0 367 236 28 0 81 113
MN 133 10 20 103 3 10 6 5 109 106 13 0 0 14
MO 143 1 42 100 41 101 1 0 0 82 35 6 1 20
MS 47 0 39 8 0 47 0 0 0 2 29 0 0 16
MT 83 0 16 67 0 0 0 83 0 17 32 0 1 34
NC .74 16 50 8 0 74 0 0 0 10 42 5 0 17
NO 90 0 14 76 2 76 0 0 12 75 13 0 0 2
NE 269 0 12 257 0 0 4 8 257 257 9 0 0 3
NH 232 0 10 222 3 53 0 176 0 216 0 9 0 7
NJ 310 0 42 268 0 23 0 16 271 231 14 S9 0 6
NM 74 0 6 68 1 73 0 0 0 6S 3 6 0 0
NV 26 0 9 17 0 12 0 14 0 3 10 0 0 13
NY 761 0 64 697 25 2 0 21 713 197 5 402 18 157
OH 250 7 88 IS5 0 65 0 0 185 24 55 18 0 153
OK 110 0 8 102 8 102 0 0 0 99 5 0 0 6
OR 125 2 21 101 8 33 0 78 6 90 19 4 9 12
PA 446 0 54 392 22 204 0 0 220 0 0 0 0 446
RI 51 0 9 42 5 5 0 1 40 20 0 31 0 0
SC 40 0 37 3 4 36 0 0 0 1 35 0 0 4
SD 116 0 14 102 0 116 0 0 0 89 18 1 0 8
1N 136 10 22 104 4 3 12 0 117 38 86 0 12 12
TX 484 3 60 421 0 28 0 11 445 261 145 63 0 15
tIT 69 5 10 S4 0 69 0 0 0 40 27 0 0 2
VA 90 19 36 3S 0 90 0 0 0 23 42 0 0 2S
vr 20S 0 6 199 1 198 0 5 1 98 0 9S 0 12
WA 70 8 14 48 0 70 0 0 0 SO 0 0 20 20
WI 380 0 17 363 0 0 0 16 364 331 15 0 0 34
WV 98 0 30 68 13 13 0 0 72 48 30 1 0 19
WY 23 0 20 3 0 23 0 0 0 0 23 0 0 0
TOTALS 8,946 121 1,553 7,271 207 2687 145 1,219 4,688 5082 1035 881 583 1,948
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Table 1 also provides outlet type detail by state for the FY 1992 census. There

were 8,946 reporting libraries supplying services through 8,837 central libraries, 7,035

branch libraries and 1,066 bookmobiles for a total of 16,938 service outlets. The outlet

file counts provided a close match with 8,867 central libraries and 7,068 branches listed

in the universe file. New procedures now in place for the FY 1993 collection should

yield and even closer match between these two sources.

Table 2 shows the administrative structure, legal basis, system relationships for FY

1992. The overwhelming majority of public libraries in the United States are single

outlet administrative entities which means they provide all of their service from a single

location. These libraries constitute 81.3% of the total. Another 17.4% operate multiple.
outlets. The remaining libraries provide service through one or more outlets but maintain

separate administrative offices that do not provide direct public library services.

Map 1 shows the distribution of these libraries across the contiguous 48 states and

DC by type of administrative structure.

Public Ubl1lry Admlnisv.tive Entities by Admlnistrnve Structure
ail states & DC; FY 1992
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Map 1.
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As may be seen from the map19, the administrative structure of public libraries

varies considerably by region of the country. In New England, Texas, most of the

mid-Atlantic, Great Lakes and mid-west states, public libraries have only a single

outlet and the pattern strongly suggests that each individual community operateS its'

own library. The remainder of the nation is more of a mixture with much greater

proportions of multiple outlet Iibraries.20

Map 2 shows the distribution of these libraries by legal basis:

Public Ubrary Administrative Entltes by Legal Basis Code
48 States & DC; FY 1992

LEQALMSIS
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Map 2.

E. ....., Tem.. "'-D.

As may be seen, municipal libraries are prevalent in Massachusetts, Vennont,

Wisconsin, Ohio, Nebraska, Kansas and Oklahoma. County libraries are common in

the South and much of the West. Non profit association libraries abound in N~w

York, Vermont, Connecticut and Rhode Island. Special library districts are utilized

extensively in Kentucky, Illinois and Colorado.

19Larger versions of these maps are appended to the paper.
lOThe number of cases reponed in this and all the other maps docs not agree exactly with Tables 1 and 2.
This is because the zip code, from which each location is plott~ ,,'as not always reponed.
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The next map shows the distribution of system or federation affiliation across

the nation:

Public Ubrary Administrative Entltes by System Relationship Code
48 States & DC; FY 1992
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Map 3.

Inspection of this maps shows that in 20 states almost every library is coded as

"not a member". or "other". Some states such as Maine, Michigan, New York and

Texas display a pattern of a few system headquarters and a large number of service

receiving members. California and Illinois reveal a pattern of a few headquarters

and almost all other libraries within the state being members which both receive and

provide system services. This map suggests clear differences in library inter

cooperation arrangements across the states. These codes and concepts were,

however, new in FY 1992 and these data should be regarded with caution and

skepticism.

The remaining two maps show the distribution of public library outlets across

the lower 48 states. Map 4 displays information for stationary outlets (centrals and
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branches) while Map 5 shows bookmobile service administrative locations, not

bookmobile stops.

Public Libr.ry Statiorwry Outlets by Type
48 States & DC; FY 1992
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Map 4 shows the distribution of library outlet buildings across the lower 48

states. The map closely resembles a map of population concentrations in the United

States and suggests that most of the population has a "local" public library outlet

reasonably nearby. The pattern of branches vis-i-vis central libraries is especially

interesting. Clearly, metropolitan areas are more likely to be served by large

multiple outlet libraries with many branches. This is true even in the Northeast and

Illinois where the vast majority of libraries in the state are single outlet types.

Branch libraries are also prevalent in Washington state, California and

throughout the South with the exception of Texas, Alabama and Tennessee. The

remainder of the nation is much more likely to be served by central libraries of

single outlet administrative entities.
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Map 5 shows the administrative address location for each bookmobile service.

It is clear that the states of Kentucky, North and South Carolina, Georgia and

Louisiana have placed an emphasis on the provision of bookmobile services.

Vennont has no bookmobile service. The data for California, which actually has 45

bookmobile services, is incomplete due to non-reporting of the associated zip codes

and thus shows only one bookmobile which is not correct. Fortunately, no other

map presented in this paper was as adversely affected by missing information. In

the last two years, considerable emphasis has been placed on 100% reporting of

location information (including nine-digit zip codes) and on population of legal

service area. Location information is particularly crucial since imputation of that

information would not normally be considered desirable even if it were possible.

PUblic Ulnry Bookmobile Bervlce
.. 8tatu .nd DC; FY 1112
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Another way to examine the geographic distribution of public library service is to

examine the number of service outlets by county or county equivalents within the United

States. Map 6 presents this information for the contiquous 48 states.

Number of Public Ubrary Outlets by County· FY 1992
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Forty-four percent of the 3,141 county or county equivalents have 3 to 9 public

library outlets, while another 11% have 10 or more outlets. This patterns of multiple

outlets is prevalent throughout New England, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana,

Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, and most of the western states. Two outlet libraries are

especially common in Kentucky. Texas, Georgia, Virginia and North Dakota'seem to

have a large proportion of one or two outlet counties. Obviously, states vary in the size

and number of their counties as well as population concentrations, all of which are likely

more important explanations of these patterns theri planning or policy decisions.

However, one topic of considerable interest is the number and location of counties with

no reported public library service.
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Map 7. shows 105 counties with no reported public library outlets for FY 1992.

Counties wtth No Reported Public Ubrary Outlets - FY 1992
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Map 7.

South Dakota, Nebraska, Missouri, Texas and Virginia are all states with

concentrations of counties or county equivalents with no reported outlets. This map

should not be used as an indication of no public library service. Indeed, many of these

data points are the result of omission or county name miscoding. For example, in

Florida, WashingtoD County is one of the three without reported library service.

Actually, this county had three outlets but they are missing from the public library outlet

file. In the case of Virginia where there are both counties and independent cities failure

to distinguish betw~ for example, Fairfax County and Fairfax City resulted in Fairfax

City appearing on the map as having no outlets when, in fact, it does. The map may be

more a reflection of completeness of reporting then of the actual distribution of counties

with no public library outlets.
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SUMMARY

Public library statistics in America have taken a giant step forward since the genesis

of the Federal-State Cooperative for Public Library Statistics five years ago. The number,

organization, governance and cooperative support systems vary widely from state to state

and even within states, but we now possess the informational resources necessary for

describing, analyzing, monitoring and tracking the provision of library services within the

nation.

As we have seen, Americans in 1992 were served by 8,946 public libraries in the

U.S. through 15,872 library buildings and 1,066 bookmobiles. The maps show distinct

regional variations in the administrative structural arrangements, legal basis, cooperative

system membership and provision of bookmobile services. Branch library facilities are

common in metropolitan areas, California, Washington and throughout the South

(excluding Texas, Tennessee and Alabama), while single administrative outlets central

libraries are the norm elsewhere.

Public library outlets are reported for all but lOS counties or county equivalents in

the lower 48 states. This does not mean that these counties do not have library service or

even that they do not have any outlets. Indeed, a number of these lOS are known to have

public library outlets. Outlet omissions and county miss-naming account for some of these

data points and indicate just how important complete and accurate reporting is, especially

when attention is focused on rare events.

As FSCS continues to mature an increased recognition of and adherence to

definitions of key concepts by both providers and users of library statistics will rapidly

bring us to the point where the annual census will troly and properly reflect the condition

ofpublic libraries and pennit tracking and monitoring, through time-series analysis, of this

important aspect ofAmerican education and recreation.
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Note: All Appendices are from National Center for Education Statistics. 1994. Data
Base Documentation: Public Libraries Survey, FY 1992. Washington DC.
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Appeadix A-5tate Characteristics Data Element and Instructions, Fiscal Year 1991

Data
element
number Data element

01 State

02 FSCS Submission Year

03 Reporting Period
Starting Date

Definitions and instructions

Two-letter state abbreviation automatically assigned by DECPLUS. See Appendix D for list
ofState Codes.

Submission year ofpublic library data to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
under the Federal-State Cooperative System (FSCS). Automatically assigned by DECPLUS.

Earliest date (month and year) for a 12-month period that applies to the state's data
being submitted to NCES.

Note: Reporting period means data for a 12-month period whose fiscal year ended in 1992.
Ifdata are collected for several local reporting periods, provide the earliest starting date.

04 Reporting Period Ending Latest date (month and year) for a 12-month period that applies to the state's data being
Date

submitted to NCES.

os Official State Total
Population .•
Estimate

05A Total Unduplicated
Population
ofLegal Service Areas

NOTES:

Note: Reporting period means data for a 12-month period whose fiscal year ended in 1992.
Ifdata are collected for several local reporting periods, provide the latest ending date.

Most rc:cent official total population figure for the state that matches the local population

figures submitted to NCES. The State Data Coordinator should obtain this figure aDDually
from the State Data Center or other official sources.

Total UDduplicated population of those areas in your state that receive library services. The

population ofunserved areas is not included in this figure.

Note: A state's actual total population of legal service areas may be different from the total
population of legal service areas u calculated by DECPLUS. This happens in states where
there are overlaps in population of legal service areas saved by inclividuallibraries, resulting
in the same population beiDa counted twice in the DECPLUS calculation. For states that
have DO overlappiDg jurisdictions, this number will be idc:Dtical to your state's total population
oC1ep1le1'9ice areas IS calculated by DECPLUS. For states which do have overlaps in
population oflegal serYice areas served by inclividuallibraries, this D1DDber must be calculated
sepmately.

Use your state's most recent official state population figures for jurisdictions in your state as
the buis for ealculatiDg the total UlJduplicated population oflegal service areas.

1. "Data Element Number" is the D1DDber of the data item in DECPLUS, the electronic survey and source of the raw data.

2. "Data element" is the name of tile data item in DECPLUS.
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AppeDdix B-Administrative Entity Data Element neftnitioDs aDd IDstrudions, Fiscal Year 1992

See notes at end of data element definitions and mstrudions.

Data
element
Dumber Data element DefinitioDs aDd iDstnactions

01 LIB ID# Administrative Entity identification number. This Dmnber is assigned by the state; however,
if a Dumber is not assigned by the state, NCES assigns the FSCS ID# to this field.

lA FSCSID# NCES-assigned Dmnber for the administrative entity.

02 Name Name ofadministrative entity.

Note: Provide the name ofthc public library. Ifthe administrative entity is a state library
agency or a system (federation), provide its Dame.

03 Address Complete street address ofadministrative entity.

Note: If there is Dot a street address, reporr the mailing address.

04 City City or town ofadministrative entity.

4A COlmty of tile Entity County in which administrative entity is located.

OS Zip! Standard five-digit postal zip code for the street address or mailing address of the adminis-
trative entity.

06 Zip2 Four-digit postal zip code extension for the street address or mailing address of the
administrative entity.

.-
07 Phone Telephone D1DIlber ofadministrative entity, iDcludiDg II'e8 code.

7A Libnuy System Rc1aticmship Select ODe ofthe foUowiDg:
Code HQ - Headquarters of. system (federation). The library or entity that provides the

physical spece and staffwho manage, coordiDatc, or administer the cooperative
progrIIDS ofthe system (federation).

NO - Not pert of. system (federation).

SP • System (federatiaa) member that r=cives ad provides system services. A group of
I1Jtemamous library CDtities joiDal togetba" by formal or informal agreements to
perform Vllrious services cooperatively such IS resource sbariDg. communications, etc.
Includes multitype library systems (federatiODS). Does DOt include a multiple outlet
edministrative entity. See definition for "MA - Multiple Outlet Administrative Entity

(is DOt 811 outlet)- UDder Administratiw: Structure Code (data element 7C).

sa · System (federation) member tbat r=cives system services.

OT-Other.

7B Legal Basis Code The type oflocallO"CIDIDalt structure witbiD which the administrative entity functions.
Note: For COIDbiDaIlibnaies (i.e., c:ombiDed school! public libnaies or 8csdemiclpublic
libraries), use the Sp or AP codes listed below iDstad of the other legal buis codes.

Select one of the following:
CI· MUDicipalloverDJDel1t (city, town, or Yillage). An organized locallovemment

autborized in • state's CODStitution aDd statutes and established to provide general
pm:mmc:Dt for • specific coucmtratiOll ofpopulatioo in • defiDed area.
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Appendix B-Administntive Entity Data Element Definitions and Instructions. Fiscal Year 1992

Data
element
Dumber Data element Definitions and instructions

7B Legal Basis Code-continued CO - CountylParish. An organized local govcmment authorized in a state's constitution
from previous page and statutes and established to provide general government

MJ - Multi-jurisdictional. An entity opcratedjointly by two or more units oClocal
government under an intergovernmental agreement which creates a jointly appointed
board or similar means ofjoint IOvc:mance; to be distinguished from a library with
contracts to serve other jurisdictions and from special library districts.

NP - Non-profit Association or Agency. Privately controlled but meeting the statutory
definition ofa public library in a given state. Includes association libraries.

SC - School District An organized local entity providing public elementary, secondary,
and/or higher education which, Wlder state law, has sufficient administrative and fiscal
autonomy to qualify u a separate governmenl Excludes "dependent public school
systems" ofcounty, mUDicipal, township, or state governments.

SL - State Library Aaency. That agency within each of tile states and territories which
administers the Federal Library Services and Construction Act funds and which is
authorized by a state to develop library services in the state. It may also provide direct
services to the public.

SD - Special Library District (authority, board, commission). A district, authority, board,
or cmuninioo authorized by state law to provide library services.

-. SP • Combined School Media Centa"lPublic Library. A library serving u both a school
media CCDter ad public library which is IOvemed, funded, IDd operated by one or
more leplly CODStituted admiDistrative jurisdictions.

AP - Combined AcademicJPublic Library. A library serving as both a college or university
library and public library which is govemed, funded, and operated by one or more
lcplly constituted administrative jurisdictioas.

UK - Unknown.

7C Administrative Structure Idmtifies an autonomous library catity tbat has its owngovemance and funding.
Code

Select ODe ofthe followiDg:
SO - SiDale Outlet Administrative Entity. A library entity that serves the public directly

with ODe buildiDg. bookmobile, or books by mail.

MO - Multiple Outlet Administrative Entiy (is an outlet). A library entity that serves
the public directly with more tban ODe ICnice outlet (bnmch and/or bookmobile).

MA • Multiple Outlet Administrative Enti~ (is DOt 8D outlet). A library entity that serves
the public directly with more tban ODe service outlet (bnmcb and/or bookmobile).
The offices are separate 8Dd do DOt provide direct library services.

AO • Administrative Entity Only. A library entity that does DOt serve the public directly
(i.e., DO outlets) but may provide statJ: materials, and services to other libraries; may
receive ad spead fuDds 011 bebalfofotber libraries; or may contract with other
libraries to provide YBrious library services. Examples are: federated or cooperative
System Headquarters and C01Dlty edministrative entities.
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Appendix B-Adminiltrative Entity Data ElemeDt DefiDltioDI aDd mltruetioDlt Filcal Year 1992

Data
elemeDt
Dumber nata element DefiDltioDS and instructions

08 Population of the Legal The nmnber ofpeople in the geographic area for which a public library has been established
Service

Area to offer services and from which (or on beba1fofwhich) the library derives income, plus any
areas served under contract for which the library is the primary service provider.
figures available from the State Data Center for jusisdictions in your state. The State Data
Coordinator should obtain these figures annually from the State Data Center or other official
state sources. For administrative entities that do not serve the public directly and have no
outlets (e.g., federation or cooperative headquarters), this number shall be zero.

SERVICE OUTLETS
09 Number of Central Libraries (Also called main library). The single unit library (SO) or the unit ofa "multiple outlet

administrative entity (is an outlet)W where the principal collection is maintained.

Note: Some C01D1ty, multi-C01D1ty, and regicma1libraries may not have a central library.
Some libraries may have a separate administrative office that is not open to the public. These
are not reported here.

10 Number ofBranch Libraries An auxiliary unit ofan administrative entity which has at least all of the following: 1) separate
quarters; 2) an organized collection of library~ 3) paid staff; and 4) regularly
scheduled hours for being open to the public.

11 Number ofBookmobiles A traveling branch library. It CODSists ofat least all of the following: 1) a truck or van that
carries III organized collection of library~ 2) paid staff; and 3) regularly scheduled
hours (bookmobile stops) for being open to the public.

-.
Note: Count vehicles in use, not the D1DIlber ofstops the vehicle makes.

12 No longer collected

PAID STAFF (FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT)
Note: Report figures as of the last day ofdie fiscal year. Include unfilled but budgeted
positions. To ensure comparable data, 40 hours per week has bec:D set as the measure of full-
time employment (FTE) for the Fedcral-State Cooperative System for Public Library Data.

13 ALA-MLS LibnriaDs with masta's degrees from gmduate library education programs accredited by the
American Library Association.

14 Total Librarians PerIODS who do paid work that usually requires professional traiDiDg and skill in the theoretical
or lCieDtific aspects oflibrary work, or both, u distiDc:t from its mechnical or clerical aspect.
This data e1cmeDt also iDcludesALA-MLS (data e1aDalt 13).

15 All Other Paid Statf All other FIE employees paid from the reportiJII unit budget, including plant operations,

security, and!MjD~ staff:

16 Total Paid Employees The sum oftotallibrariaDs (data elcmeDt 14) aDd all other paid staff(data element 1S).

OPERATING INCOME
~ote: Report income used. for op:ratiDg expeDditures u defined below. Include federal,
state, or other pants other than those for major capital expeDditures. DO NOT include
iDcome for major capital expeDditures, contributioas to endowments, income passed through
to another agency (e.g.;fines), or funds UDSpeIlt in the previous fiscal year.
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Appendix B-Administntive Entity Data Element DefinitioDs and lastndions, Fiscal Year 1992

nata
element
Dumber Data element Definitions and instructions

17 Local Govc:mmc:nt 1Dclude all tax and non-tax receipts designated by the community, distric~ or region of the
public library and available for expenditure by the public library. It does not include the value
of any contributed or in-kind services nor the value ofany gifts and donations, fines, or fees.

18 State Government All funds distributed to public libraries by State government for expenditure by the public
libraries, except for federal money distributed by the State. This includes funds from such
sources as penal fines, license fees, and mineral rights.

19 Federal Government Includes all federal government funds distributed to public libraries for expenditure by the
public libraries, including federal money distributed by the ~tate.

20 Other Income All income other thaD that reported in data elements I', 18, and 19. Include, for example, gifts
aod donations received in the CUD'CDt year, inta'cst, library fines, and fees for library services.
Exclude the value ofany contributed services or the value of -in-kind" gifts and donations.

21 Total Income IDcludes income from the localgoverument, the State government, the federal government,
aDd all other income (data elc:mmts 17 throu&h 20).

OPERATING EXPENDITURES
Note: 0peratiDg expeDditures an: the CUI'I'a11IDd recurn:nt costs necessmy to the provision
oflibrary sc:rvices.

22 Salaries &. Wages The salaries ad wages for all hlnly stafl: iDcluding plant operation, security, and
Expenditures .

lDIintcmm: stItTfor the fiscal year. lDclude salaries aDd wages before deductions but
exclude "employee beDdits".

23 Employee Benefits Beaefits outside ofsalaries ad wages paid IDd ICClUiDg to employees, including plant
operatioas, security, ad maiDtaumcc stafr, repnUess ofwbetba' the benefits or equivalent
cash optioas are available to all employees. lDclude 8IIlOUDtS spent by the reporting unit for
direct, paid employee beDdits, iDcludiDa Social Security, retinmeDt, medical insurance, life
iDsurIDce, guarmteed disability iJM:ome protection, UDaDploymaat COIIlpeDS8tion, workmen's
mmpensatioa, tuitiaa.1Ud baasiDa beDdits. 0Dly that p8It of any employee benefits paid
out ofthe public library budget sbauld be reported.

24 Total StatfExpeoditun:s IDc1udcs salaries IUd WIIFS (data e1emalt 22) IUd employee beadits (data element 23).

25 Collection Expeoditures IDcludes all cxpc:aditures for mataials purdIaaed or leased for use by the public. Includes
print materials, microfOlDlS, machiDe-radable mataials, audiovisual materials, etc.

26 Otha' Operating lDdudes all cxpcaditures otber dum thole reported for stItT(data elClDCDt 24) and collection
Expenditures

(data element 25).

Note: lDclude here cxpcmes such as biDdiD& supplies, repIir, or repJacemc:nt ofexistiDg
fUrnisbings ad equiprDalt, ad costs iD&:umd in tbe operation and maintenance of the
physical facility.

27 Total Operating Expeoditures 1Dc1udes total expeDditures on stafl: total expeDditures on collection, and other operating
cxpcaditures (data elc:mmts 24, 2St ad 26).
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Appendix B-Administntive Entity Data Element DefinitioDs and IDstnactions, Fiscal Year 1992

Data
element
Dumber Data element Definitions and instructions

CAPITAL OUTLAY
28 Capital Outlay Funds for the acquisition ofor additions to fIXed assets such as building sites, new buildings

and building additions, new equipment, initial book stock, furnishings for new or expanded
buildings, and new vehicles. Excludes replacement and repair of existing furnishings and
equipment, regular purchase of library materials, and investments for capital appreciation.

Note: Local accounting practices sbal1 detc:nDine whether a specific item is a capital expense
or an operating expense, regardless of the examples in the definitions.

LIBRARY COLLECTION
Note: Report physical units for items 29-33. For smaller libraries when volume data are not
available, title information may be substituted. Items which are packaged together as a unit,
e.g., two COIIlp8Ct discs, two films, or two video cassettes, and which are generally checked out
as a unit, should be COUDted u one physical unit

29 BookJSc:rial Volmne Boob are Doo-periodical printed publications bound in bard or soft covers, or in loose-leaf
format, ofat least 49 pages, exclusive of the cover pag~ or juvenile non-periodical
publications ofany length foUlld in bard or soft CO\·ers.

Serials are publications issued in successive pm1s, usually at regular intervals, and as a rule,
intcaded to be continued indefinitely. Serials include periodicals (magazines), newspapers,
mmuals (reports, yearbooks, etc.), memoirs, proceedings, IDd transactions of societies.
Ex&:cpt for the cum:nt volume, C01Dlt abound saials u volumes when the library has at

-. least halfof the issues in a publisher's volume.

30 Audio Materials on which SOUDds (only) are stored (recorded) and that can be reproduced (played
bKt) mccbaniQ1ly or e1ectroDica1lYt or both. IDcluded are records, audiocassettes, audio
cartridges, audiodiscs, audioreels. talking books, mel other sound recordings.

31 Films The tam film is used inta'cbaDgeably with -motion picture" which is a length of film. with or
without recorded IOUDd. beariDg a sequeace ofstill imales that create the illusion of
movemcDt when projected in rapid successiOll (usually 18 or 24 frames per second). Motion
pie:tures are produced ill. variety oCsizes (8t super 8, 16t 35, S5. mel 70 mm) and in a variety
offonDS (cartridge, Clssette. loop. ad nel).

32 Video Materials GIl which pictures.1OUDd. or both Ire recorded. ElectroDic playback reproduces
pictures, IOUDd. or both usiDa a tdevisiOll receiver ex'monitor.

33 Subscriptions IDclude subscriptions received. both purcbased ad u lifts. The count docs not include the
number ofiDdiYidual issues, but rather, each IC:rial title. The total D1DIlbc:r of subscriptiomrin
the libnry system, iDcludiDg duplicates, is iDcluded.

34 No longer collected.

PUBUC SERVICE BOURS
35 Public Service Hours Per The sum of lDDual public service boars for outlets.

Year
Note: Include centrals (data elcmeDt 9). bnmcbes (data element 10), IDd bookmobiles (data

e1C1DC1lt 11). For bookmobiles, report only tbe boars duriDg which the bookmobile is open to

the public. Minor variations in scheduled public service hours need not be included.
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AppeDdix B-AdmiDistntive EDtity Data Element DefiDitions aDd mstructioDS, Fiscal Year 1992

Data
elemeDt
Dumber Data element DefinltioDs aDd instructloDs

LIBRARY SERVICES
Note: Ifannual CO\Ults arc available for data elements 36 and 38, please report them.
Otherwisc, provide annual estimates based on a CO\Ult taken during a typical week in October,
aud then multiply that Dumber by 52. A "typical week" is a time that is neither Wlusually busy
Dor 1D1usually slow. Avoid holiday times, vacation periods for key staff, and days when unusual
events are taking place in the community or in the library. Choose a week in which the library
is open its regular hours. Include seven consecutive calendar days, from Sunday through
Saturday, or whenever the library is usually open.

36 Attendance The total DlDIlber ofpersons per year entering the library, including persons attending
activities, meetings, and those persons requiriDgno staffservices.

37 No longer collected

38 Reference Transactions An information contact which involves the knowledge, use, recommendations, interpretation,
or iDmuction in the use ofODe or more informatiQll soun:es by a member of the library statI
The tam includes information ad refena1 service. InCcxmation sources include printed and
IlOIl-JXinted mataials, machiDc-readable databues (including computer-assisted
iDstnIctiCll), catalogs ad other holdings, records, aDd through communication or referral,
other libraries and institutions IDd persons both iDside IDd outside the library. When a staff
manba' utilizes informatiCll pined &om previous use of information sources to answer a
question, report IS a refereace tnmsIction even ifthe source is not consulted again during
this tnmsIctiOl1....
Note: It is esseatial tbat libraries do DOt include diRctioaal transadioas in the reporting of
refaalCe tnmsIctiODS. A directioaal tnmsIdion is an iDformation contact which facilitates
the use oftile hlnry in which the contact occurs but does NOT involve the knowledge, use,
rermnneadation, interpretation, or instruction in the use ofany information sources other
than those which describe that library, such as schedules, 1100r plaDs, handbooks, and policy
stltements. Examples ofdirectioaal tnmsIctioas iDclude giviDg instruction for locating within
the library, staft library users, or physical features, etc., aDd BiviDg assistance ofa DOD-

bibliographical Dature with lIIKbines

CIRCULATION
39 Total circulation TrnMetioas that involve 1cDdiDg m item &om the library's collection or borrowed from

IIDOtbcr library for De paerally (altbaulh DOt always) outside the library. This activity
iDcludes cbarJinI mat&rials lDIIIlUa1ly or e1ectroDicI11y. Each reaewal is also rcportecl u a
circulatiCll tnmsIdiCll. These data Ire reported u amwal figures.

Note: This count should DOt include itaDs cbccked out to IDOther library, i.e., interlibrary
108DS.

INTER-LIBRARY LOANS
40 LomTo Lilnry materials, or copies oftile materials, 1alt by one hlnry to another upon request.

The libraries involved in inter-library 10lDS are DOt UDder the same library administration.
These data 8I'e reported as IIID1I81 figures.

41 LomFrom L1lnry materials, or copies oCthe materials, borrowed by one library from another library
upoa request. The libraries involved in inter-library loaDS are not under the same library
ledmjnistration. These data 8I'e reported as annual figures.
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Appendix B-Adminiltndve Entity Data Elemeat DeflDltionl aad mstrudioDI, Filcal Year 1992

Data
element
Dumber Data elemeat Definitions aDd iDstructions

CIRCULATION OF ClDLDREN'S MATERIALS AND

CBlLDREN'S PROGRAM ATI'ENDANCI
42 Circulation ofChildren's The total cin:ulation ofall children's materials in all formats to all users. Includes 1aIeW81s.

Materials

43 Children's Program The count of the audience at all programs for which the primary audience is children.
IDcludcs Idults who attcDd programs intended primarily for children.

Note: Output Measures for Public Library Service to Children: A Manual ofStandardized
Pmcedures (ALA, 1992) defines children as perIODS age 14 ad 1Dldc:r.

-.
NOTES:

1. "Data Element Number" is the Dumber oCtile data item in DECPLUS, the e1edroDic survey.

2. "Data element- is the JI8IDe ofthe data itan in DECPLUS.

3. Public Library. Definition: A public libmly is established UDder state caabliDg Jaws or regu1atiODS to serve the resid&:nts ofa
community, district, or region. A public library is an eatity tbat provides at least die CollowiDg: 1) an orpnized collection ofprinted or
otber library materials, or a combination tbaeof; 2) • paiclltIfr to Jmvide 8Dd interpret such materials as required to meet the
informaticma1, cultural. recreaticma1,·lIIIdIor educ:atioaal Deeds of. clieDte1e; 3) 8Il established schedule in which services oftbe staff
are available to clientele; ad 4) the facilities DeCaSIIY to support such • coUectiaa, stafI: aDd schedule. Note: State law detamiDes .
whether In entity is a public library.
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Appendix C-Outlet Data Element Defiaitions and IDstructioas, Fiscal Year 1992

See DOtes at end of data elemeDt definitioDs aDd iDstructioDs.

Data
elemeat
Dumber Data element Definitions and Instructions

01 LIB lD# Outlet identification number. This number is assigned by the state~ however, if a number is
not assigned by the state, NCES assigns the FSCS IDII to this field.

OIA FSCS IDtI Number assigned by National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). Outlets ofan
administrative entity have the same FSCS identification Dumber as the administrative entity,
plus a unique three-<ligit suffIX identifying the outlet

02 Name Name ofoutlet

03 Address Complete street address ofoutlet

Note: Ifthere is DO street address, report the mailing address.

04 City City or town ofoutlet.

OS County County in which outlet is located.

06 Zipt Standard five-digit postal zip code for the street address or mailing address ofoutlet.

07 Zip2 Four-digit postal zip code extc:Dsion for the street address or mailing address ofoutlet.
-.

08 Phoae Telephone number ofoutlet, including area code.

Note: Report te1ephoDe Dumber without spacing or punctuation.

09 Outlet Type Code An outlet is a unit oCan administrative entity that provides direct public
library scnice.

Select one oftbe following:
SR • BI'IDdl Library. An auxili8ry UDit ofIn administrative c:atity which has at least all

ofthe following: 1) Iep8fate quarters; 2) III orpnized collection of library materials;
3) paid stat!; ad 4) rqularly schaIuled hours for beiDa opeD to the public.

BS • BooJanobilc Sc:nice. AD auxili8ry public scnice UDit COIlSi.stiDI of ODe or more
bookmobiles. A bookmobile is a traveling bnmch library. It CODSists ofat least all of
the following: 1) a truck or van that cames III orpnized collection oflibraryma~
2) a paid stat!; ad 3) regularly scbeduled hours (bookmobile stops) for being open t:o
the public.

CE • CcDtral Library (also called Main Libnay). The single UDit library (SO) or the unit
of. -multiple outlet edministrative entity (is an outlet)- (MO) wbcrc the principal
collection is maintaiDed.

~ote: Some county, multi-county, and regioaallibraries may DOt have a centra1library.
Some libraries may have a separate administrative office that is not open to the public. These
are DOt reported here.
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Appendix C-Outlet Data Element Definitions and IDstrucnoDs, Fiscal Year 1992

nata
element
Dumber Data element Definitions and instructioDs

10 Metropolitan Status Code Select one of the following:
CC - Within the city limits of the central city ofa Metropolitan Area. The largest central

city and, in some cases, up to two additional central cities are included in the title
of the Metropolitan Area; there also are central cities that are not included in a
Metropolitan Area title. A Metropolitan Area central city does not include any part
of that city that extends outside the Metropolitan Area boundary.

NC - Metropolitan Area, but Dot within central city limits. A large population nucleus,
together with adjacent communities that have a high degree ofeconomic and social
integration with that nucleus. Some Metropolitan Areas are defined around two or
more nuclei. Each Metropolitan Area must contain a place with a minimum popula-
tion of50,000 or a Census Bureau-defined urbanized area and a total Metropolitan

:
Area population ofat least 100,000 (75,000 in New England).

A Metropolitan Area comprises ODe or more central counties. (Independent cities are
coasidered COUDty equivalents.) A Metropolitan Area may also include one or more
oadyiDg counties that have close economic aDd social relationships with the central
COUDty. An outlying county must have a specified level ofcommuting to the central

-9
COUIlties ad also must meet certain standards regarding metropolitan character, such
as population dc:Dsity, urb8n population, and population growth. In New EngJaud,
Metropolitan Areas are composed ofcities aDd towns rather than whole counties.

NO - Not in a Metropolitan Area.

UK- UDkDown

11 Population of the Legal !be estimate of the portion of the 1ep1 service area population targeted for services by the
Area by Outlet outlet.

Select oae ofthe followiDg J1IDIeS:
A-I-999
B - 1,000 - 2,499
C - 2,500 - 4,999
D - S,OOO - 9,999
E - 10,000 - 24,999
F - 25,000 - 49,999
G - SO,OOO - 99,999
H- 100,000 - 249,999
1-250,000 - 499,999
J - SOO,OOO or more

U-UDkDowD
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Appeadis C-outlet Data Elemeat Defialtioas aDd mstructioDS, Fiscal Year 1992

Data
elemeat
Dumber Data elemeat Deftaitioas aad lastruetioDS

12 Number ofBoolanobiles Nmnber ofbookmobiles used in each bookmobile service.
in the Bookmobile
Service Note: A bookmobile service is an auxiliary public service unit consisting ofone or more

bookmobiles. A bookmobile is a traveling bnmch library. It consists ofat least all of the
followiDB: I) a 1rUCk or van tbat carries an orpnized collection of library materials~ 2) a paid
staff; ad 3) replarIy scheduled hours (bookmobile stops) for being open to the public.....
Count vehicles ill use, DOt the Dumber ofstops the vehicle makes.

Note: This data elemmt is completed only ifthe outlet bas a bookmobile service. Ifthe
outlet bas more than ODe bookmobile service, provide the Dumber ofbookmobiles in each.

NOTES:

1. "Data Element Nmnber" is the number of the data item in DECPLUS. the electronic survey.

2. "Data element" is the name of the data item in DECPLUS.
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Public Library Administrative Entities by Administrative Structure
48 States &DC; FY 1992
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Public Library Administrative Entites by Legal Basis Code
48 States &DC; FY 1992
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Public Library Administrative Entites by System Relationship Code
48 States & DC; FY 1992
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Public Library Stationary Outlets by Type
48 States & DC; FY 1992

E. Walter Terrie, Ph.D.
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Public Library Bookmobile Service
48 States and DC; FY 1992
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I. The Census of Governments

The Census of Governments is conducted every five years with
the goal of collecting statistics on all facets of the pUblic
sector. The universe of the census includes all state and local
governments. Several types of information are collected
inclUding statistics on governmental financing, employment and
organization.

The Census collects detailed information on several
governmental activities such as education, water supply, streets
and highways, hospitals, fire protection, and, of course,
libraries. The 1967 Census marked the first appearance of
published library statistics in all major areas of the Census of
Governments.

Besides the 50 state governments the Bureau recognizes 5
types of local governments, namely, counties, Municipalities,
Townships, School Districts, and Special Districts. The first
three types of governments are deemed "general purpose"
governments, that is they perform general governmental services.
The lat.ter two types are deemed "special purpose ll governments,
and are created to perform a specific governmental function(s).
All 5 of these types of governments may perform library services.

The Census Bureau uses several criteria in determining
whether an entity is an independent government, or a component
unit of an independent government. The ultimate goal of the
application of these criteria is to include all activities of the
pUblic sector, while exclUding private sector activity.

The Bureau uses three major criteria in deciding what
constitutes an independent government:'

First a government must be an orqanized entity. statutory
terms such as "public or municipal corporation", "political
SUbdivision", and "body corporate and politic" suggest that an
entity has some form of formal organization. The government must
also have some corporate powers such as the power to enter into
contracts, hire employees, and acquire and dispose of property.

Second a government must possess "governmental character".
This characteristic is present when officers of the entity are
popularly elected or appointed by pUblic officials. Requirements
that the entity comply with public records and open meetings laws
also suggest governmental character. Entities that do not
possess this attribute are generally classified as private, and



are excluded from the governmental sector.

Third a government must possess substantial autonomy, both
fiscal and administrative in order to be classified as an
independent government. Fiscal independence is generally linked
to the ability of a government to determine its own budget and
raise its own revenue. Administrative independence is linked to
the method of selection of the governing body of the entity.

-This factor is present when the governing body is elected, or
represents two or more state or local governments, but may be
present in cases where the governing body is wholly appointed by
another government, as long as it performs functions that are
essentially different from those and not sUbject to specification
by its appointing authority.

An entity which meets all three criteria is classified as an
independent government. Entities that do not meet all three
criteria, but are deemed to possess governmental character, are
generally classified as component units of an independent
government often referred to as "dependent agencies" of
independent governments.

II. HISTORY

In order to understand library structure and its relationship
to the Census of Governments it is necessary to understand a
little bit about the history of the public library.

Libraries in the mid to late 19th century were generally
formed by individuals, groups or churches as private membership
corporations. Typically they were initially financed by a
private gift or endowment. Often these libraries did not have
their own facilities, but were headquartered in existing schools,
churches, businesses, private residences, public buildings, or
wherever they could obtain space. Users were commonly required
to be members and pay membership fees. Some libraries held
weekly book auctions where individuals would bid for the
privilege of borrowing books. Libraries were not traditionally
viewed as a function of local government, as developing cities
and towns were more concerned with the provision of essential
services such as sewers or streets.

The idea of the modern "public library" can probably be
attributed to Andrew Carnegie. Between 1881 and 1917 carnegie
funded the construction of 1,679 libraries. 2 Frequently Carnegie
required the local governments benefited by the libraries to
establish an ongoing funding mechanism as a condition of the
grant. Several other libraries were established during this
periOd as a result of similar gifts by other wealthy individuals,
often with similar types of conditions attached to the gift.

Thus, Carnegie, and others made a significant contribution in
the evolution of the pUblic library in this country. Presently
what was once viewed as a privilege is now viewed as a right of



every citizen.

other significant historical developments have shaped the
evolution of the pUblic library. After the end of World War II
pUblic library resources tended to be greatest in large
metropolitan areas, while rural areas generally lacked the
resources to provide adequate library services to their citizens.
As a result, many small libraries began to enter into agreements

_with larger libraries, and with each other to pool their
resources and provide better service to their citizens. This was
accomplished through such mechanisms as interlibrary loans,
bookmobiles, consolidation of card catalogues, and coordinated
purchasing and procurement among libraries. Typically a separate
library "network" or "cooperative" was formed to facilitate these
tasks. In other cases libraries actually consolidated to form
county and regional library systems under a single governance.

As technology advances entire collections will be placed
on-line, and will be accessed by anyone with a personal computer.
The pUblic library as we know it today may be quite different in
the next century.

III. STRUCTURE

It seems that there are almost as many different governing
structures for pUblic libraries as there are libraries. While a
few states have very uniform laws governing pUblic libraries,
most states authorize a wide variety of public library
structures. In Hawaii, for example, all pUblic libraries are
governed by the state board of education, while in New York every
library is governed under a unique, individual charter issued by
the state.

Throughout the course of my research I began to see basic
patterns of public library structure. I have identified what I
consider the predominant types below. Keep in mind that these
are generalities, and specific structures may vary from state to
state.

county Libraries: These libraries are generally created to serve
an entire county, or, commonly, all portions of a county not
receiving library service from another pUblic library. (i.e.,
Municipal, Township, School District, or Special District). They
are generally created by resolution of a county governing body,
or by petition of voters to the county and approval at
referendum. Many are governed by boards of trustees appointed by
the county governing authority. They are usually financed by a
county property tax, which mayor may not require voter approval.

Regional Libraries: These libraries are created to serve more
than one local government area, often encompassing two or more
counties. They are usually created by a joint resolution or
contract of the governments involved, but may, sometimes, be



created by a state library agency. They are commonly governed by
boards of trustees appointed by the participating governments,
but may have popularly elected boards in some cases. They
ordinarily obtain funding through contributions by member
governments.

Municipal and Township Libraries: These libraries are generally
created to serve a specific municipality or township. They may

-be established by the local governing body, or by petition of
voters and referendum. Many are governed by appointed boards of
trustees, but occasionally the trustees may be elected. They are
typically financed through a property tax that typically requires
voter approval.

School Community Libraries: These libraries are set up to serve
both a-school system and the general pUblic. This is a popular
arrangement in the Midwest, but these types of libraries are
found in more than half the 50 states. There are several methods
by which these entities may be created. They are generally
governed by a school board, ex officio, or a board of trustees
appointed by the school board, but may have elected boards, or
boards appointed jointly by other governments in some cases.
Funds are usually derived from a school district property tax,
but may also come from local government contributions. These
types of libraries are perhaps the most diverse of all in
structure.

Library Districts: These libraries are generally set up to serve
a specific area that is typically not coterminous with another
unit of local government. They are usually created by petition
and referendum, and governed by elected boards of trustees, but
provisions vary widely from state to state. Several of these
types of districts have been created by special acts of the
various state legislatures. These districts are usually financed
through a special property tax levy approved by the voters.

Association Libraries: It might be said that these libraries are
throwbacks to an earlier era. These libraries are often formed
by a gift, bequest, or will. Although established to serve the
pUblic, they are often governed by boards of trustees that are
predominantly self-perpetuating, and not accountable to the
pUblic. Occasionally boards are elected by the library's
"membership". They are generally funded through a combination of
pUblic and private funds. Often the specific funding mechanism
is set out in the original instrument creating the library. Many
libraries that were originally established in this fashion have
since converted to other types of public libraries. Notable
association libraries include the New York City Public Library,
and the Carnegie Library in Pittsburgh.

Joint Libraries: These are libraries that are typically set up
to serve two governments, often a city and county, but may serve
several jurisdictions. They are generally created under a
contract, but several other methods of creation are authorized in



certain states. Usually they are governed by boards of trustees
appointed by the local governments they serve. Funding is
usually obtained from contractual appropriations, but may involve
a special property tax in some jurisdictions.

Library cooperatives: These organizations generally provide no
direct library service. Instead they are formed to foster
cooperation and coordination of resources of existing libraries.

-Their membership may include academic, and special libraries as
well as pUblic libraries. They are typically formed by a
cooperative agreement between the libraries involved, often with
strong assistance by the state library agency. Usually they are
governed by a board consisting of representatives of the member
library boards, and may have executive committees when the size
of the board is prohibitive. They are often funded through
contributions by member libraries, and state grants.

IV. Library structure as it Relates to the Census of Governments

The lack of uniformity in library structure presents many
challenges for data classification and collection in the Census
of Governments. Service delivery of most public services is
provided under rather uniform procedures, both within a
particular state, and among different states. This generally
makes data collection a relatively easy task, with few variables
to consider. Library service delivery, on the other hand, lacks
uniformity within many states, not to mention among different
states. This is probably due in part to the history of the
institution of the pUblic library, and the unwillingness of many
libraries to surrender their unique identities.

The question before us now is "How do pUblic libraries fare in
the classification system for the Census of Governments?". In
order to answer this we must put the pUblic library entities
through the three major criteria mentioned earlier.

1. Existence as an organized entity:

Most of the pUblic libraries will pass the first test.
Entities that would fail are those libraries that are
administered as a department of a local government. For example,
a county library system that has no board of trustees, and is
administered directly by the county. Often the employees of
these systems are hired directly by the county under its
personnel system, and the detailed finances of these systems are
included in the county budget. Entities that fail this first
test are generally classified as dependent agencies of the
government they serve.

2. Governmental Character:

This is perhaps the most difficult test for "pUblic"
libraries. Many association libraries will fail this test



because their boards of trustees or either wholly, or mostly
self-perpetuating. Even in cases where the boards of these
libraries are elected, the election is generally limited to
"members" of the library, and not specifically open to the
general populace. This type of arrangement clearly avoids public
accountability and by Census Bureau standards these libraries are
private organizations. Association libraries whose boards or
appointed in whole, or in majority by pUblic officials typically

--pass this test.

3. Substantial Autonomy:

The test of administrative autonomy is often fairly
straightforward when dealing with public libraries as most
libraries have clearly defined administrative structures. The
test of fiscal autonomy on the other hand is not always as clear.
Obviously in situations where another government has the power to
review and modify library budgets, adequate fiscal autonomy is
not present. In situations where libraries levy their own taxes
and/or otherwise raise their own revenue fiscal autonomy is
generally present. Problems arise in cases where libraries
derive most of their revenue from another government, but are not
SUbject to budgetary controls by that government. Generally an
entity that obtains most of its funds from another government is
classified as a dependent agency of that government. This being
the case, the Bureau must rely on the parent government to
provide the data for the library. As we will see later, this can
cause many problems.

v. Library structure and the Havoc it Wreaks on the Census of
Governments

As noted earlier the diverse structure of pUblic libraries in
the united states presents many problems in Census of Governments
data collection and reporting. I will attempt to detail some
specific problems posed by each basic type of structure using
concrete examples from the 1987 Census of Governments.

County libraries generally pose no problems in Census data
collection. In a few cases, however local attitudes may cause
problems. This is especially true for libraries that are funded
by voter approved tax levies. For example, in the state of
Montana, the Bureau classifies county libraries as county
agencies. The Montana Attorney General has rUled, however, that
a county's role in library financing is purely "ministerial," and
the county has no administrative control over library financing. 3

Attitudes such as this often result in a catch 22 situation. If
the Bureau maintains its present classification of county
libraries in this state several counties may fail to report these
agencies. If, on the other hand, the Bureau reclassifies these
entities as independent governments, data for all libraries will
be obtained, but double counting may occur due to reporting by
some counties.



Regional libraries vary widely in structure. In states where the
Bureau has classified them as independent governments, they
generally pose no problems. On the other hand classification of
these entities as dependent agencies poses several problems. In
the first place these libraries tend to serve several local
governments, often over several county areas. Bureau procedures
specify that a dependent agency must be assigned to a single

-government. Therefore, the data for these entities may be blown
out of proportion for one jurisdiction, and may be totally absent
in another. This classification generally causes reporting
problems because the member governments do not generally see
themselves as responsible for the library. This, of course, can
work in reverse, if several governments claim responsibility for
the same library. A good example of the problems regional
libraries pose can be found in the state of Mississippi. Most of
the library service in this state is provided through regional
libraries. In the 1987 Census Mississippi ranked last in library
employees per capita and 48th in library expenditure per
capita. 4,5 The problem was caused by a lack of reporting by the
local governments who were members of these regional systems.
(Editors Note: The Mississippi legislature restructured these
libraries through 1988 legislation, and they are now classified
by the Bureau as independent governments). Similar situations
exist in states such as Arkansas and Alabama, and South Carolina
to name only a few.

Municipal and township libraries pose many of the same problems
as county libraries. In addition the more "local" nature of
these libraries can result in further problems. Nowhere is this
more apparent than in Pennsylvania. Andrew carnegie's home state
ranked a dismal 40th in government finance per capita and 43rd in
local government employees per capita! 4,5 This problem may be
caused by the fact that many libraries in Pennsylvania are
organized as nonprofit corporations. Municipalities and
townships tend to view these libraries as separate entities
though they may control the bUdgets and appoint the boards of
these libraries! It is also very difficult to make an accurate
classification of this type of library, as each entity is
governed by unique provisions contained in its articles of
incorporation. To accurately classify libraries in Pennsylvania,
each library would have to be considered on an individual basis.
other states such as New York pose similar problems.

School Community Libraries pose few classification problems, but
data collection for these units tends to be rather difficult,
especially in cases where these libraries are classified as
dependent agencies of school districts. Employment data for
school districts is collected by canvassing each individual
government. Finance data, on the other hand, is obtained
centrally through state sources for all school districts in a
given state. An assumption has been made that by obtaining
finance data in this manner the Bureau obtains a complete picture
of each state. While this may be true one only needs to look at



the state of Ohio to see a problem with this approach. In the
1987 Census school districts reported 3,514 paid public library
employees. 4 In the same census, pUblished financial statistics
show that school districts expended zero dollars in support of
pUblic libraries. 5 If, in fact, the Bureau is obtaining library
expenditure data for schools it must be misplaced. This problem
can be seen in other states that have similar situations such as
California, Missouri, and Kansas to name a few.

Library Districts usually pose the fewest problems in Census
classification and data collection. Generally these districts
are recognized as independent entities in the states where they
exist. The main data collection and classification problems
occur in states, such as Illinois, where these districts tend to
convert back and forth from municipal libraries, to districts.

Association libraries present perhaps the biggest challenge to
Census ~ureau classification. Generally these libraries receive
a great deal of pUblic funding, but usually they lack the
"governmental character" to be classified as public. They are
often governed by boards of self-perpetuating trustees and
established as nonprofit corporations. These types of libraries
exist in several states, but the largest concentration, by far,
is in the New England, and Middle Atlantic states. The major
problem with data collection for these types of libraries is
making sure that they are excluded from governmental statistics.
This is not an easy task, as they are often closely tied to a
unit of local government, and often reported by that unit as if
the library were its own. Not all association libraries are
classified as private. Several of these types of libraries may
be organized in a way that is classified as governmental. For
example a municipality may appoint most of the board or have
control over the bUdget of the library. This tends to complicate
the situation further and accurate classification requires
examination on a case by case basis. These types of libraries
not only present a problem for the Bureau but cause strife among
the library community, itself. The American Library
Association's Public Libraries Division Coordinating committee
recommended in 1956 that "every pUblic library should be
controlled by a pUblic body or official, appointed or elected
under public legal authority, and responsible to the local
government" . 6

Joint libraries present many of the same problems as regional
libraries. Additional problems typically relate to double
counting when both governments involved claim the library as
their own.

Library cooperatives often do not fit the mold of the
"traditional" independent government by Census standards.
Nevertheless, because of the sheer number of governments involved
in forming these entities, and the difficulty in applying the
dependent agency approach to them, many have been classified as
independent special districts. This approach seems to work well



and double counting is usually not a problem. The major hurdle I
encountered with this type of library was the fact that typically
these entities had never come to the attention of the Bureau.

VI. Recommendations

The major problems with the collection and reporting of
library sta~istics are identification, classification, and

-consistency. I have included some suggestions that may help ease
these problems.

The problem of identification has probably been caused by
unfounded assumptions about library structure. This has not been
a well-researched area in the past. In many states a library
carrying the name of a county or municipality was assumed to
belong to that particular local government. Library cooperatives
have generally been overlooked probably because they are not
known for providing library service in the traditional sense.
Association libraries have been largely overlooked because of
their unique nature.

Fortunately this problem has been solved in many states
through the effort of this project and in connection with the
library survey conducted by the National Center for Education
Statistics. We have obtained detailed sources from several
states that clarify the existence and structure of libraries in
their jurisdiction. This has proven to be of great utility in
identifying the public library universe.

The problem of classification is a difficult one. Obviously in
states such as Pennsylvania, and New York an accurate
classification would entail going through the charters or
articles of incorporation of each individual library, a
prohibitive task, at best. This type of problem also exists with
regional and joint libraries, and library cooperatives where
state statutes are inconclusive, and the entity is created under
some sort of formal agreement. A possible solution to this
problem would be a separate survey in problem states aimed at
obtaining critical information about a library's governing
structure.

In many cases entities created under similar legislation may
be classified differently from state to state, due to local
attitudes, and data collection problems. In New York City for
example, the New York Public Library (Private by Census
standards) has been classified as a pUblic agency, while the
Carnegie Library in Pittsburgh (Private by Census standards) has
been classified as a private entity. statutory definitions of
the term "public library" vary widely from state to state. An
entity which may be considered private by one state may be
defined as public in another.

consistency in Census of Government statistics is a problem not
only for libraries, but also for every other type of public



service. No comprehensive effort has been made to coordinate
comparison of statistics from all phases of the Census including
employment, financial and organizational statistics. As
technology improves these types of comparisons will become
commonplace. In the meantime I suspect that there are several
situations similar to the one involving Ohio libraries scattered
all about the Census of Governments.

Besides a lack of consistency within the Census of Governments
there is a lack of coordination between the Census of Governments
and other economic Censuses. The pUblic vs. private debate
applies to other areas beyond libraries. No recent attempts have
been made to insure that the universe of the Census of
Governments does not overlap the universes of some "private"
economic Censuses.
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INTRODUCTION

The Bureau of the Census is conducting an evaluation of the
library statistics programs managed and coordinated by the
National Center for Education statistics (NCES). These NCES
statistical programs cover pUblic libraries, special libraries,
academic libraries, and state library agencies. This paper
describes partial results of this work, relating to the
evaluation of coverage in the Public Library statistics (PLS)

-program.

The PLS program is an annual collection and tabulation of general
statistics about pUblic libraries. It was described as a census
in the NCES pUblication Public Libraries in the United states:
1991. I would go further, and characterize it as a collection of
state censuses. Each covers the same topic, but with slight
variation as to composition of the statistical entities (the
public libraries) being canvassed within each state. This design
was intentional, both to accommodate the states as data users and
to facilitate reporting to the NeES. statistics are collected
for several categories of variables. These include basic
identifying information (such as the number of public libraries),
size indicators (such as their number and types of holdings), and
selected service measures (such as hours, population served, and
circulation).

The annual NCES pUblic library dataset contains the complete set
of variables for each pUblic library (as defined by the NCES) in
the Nation. The coverage evaluation conducted by the Census
Bureau was of the public libraries found in the 1991 NCES
dataset. The NCES was interested in finding answers to two
general questions:

1. Given the definition of pUblic libraries, how accurate is
the coverage in the PLS?

2. How many libraries exist, but fall outside the scope of
the definition and are therefore excluded from coverage?

METHODOLOGY FOR EVALUATING COVERAGE

Identifying the Universe of Public Libraries

The essential component of the coverage evaluation involved
comparing the 1991 NCES pUblic library dataset to reliable
secondary sources in order to determine validity. There were
several secondary sources available for identifying pUblic
libraries in the United states, including the following: 1

American Library Directory (R.R. Bowker)
Census of Governments (Bureau of the Census)
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Public Library Data Service (Public Library Association)
state library directories

Each of these sources was used during the evaluation, along with
significant telephone followup to the pUblic libraries themselves
and to state library officials affiliated with the Federal state
Cooperative System for Public Library Data (the FSCS).2

A desirable feature in coverage evaluation via secondary sources
-is independence. This feature was best met by obtaining
directories independently from each state. This avoided problems
that would emanate if using centralized secondary sources. For
example, review of the American Library Directory (ALD) showed a
small but consistent undercount (compared to the NCES dataset) of
about eight percent. Attempting to analyze the source of this
undercount would have required evaluating the ALD sources and
methodology, a project itself.

Using the state library directories as principal reference
(secondary) sources also had other advantages:

- They represented a proxy for field work, since the
directories were compiled essentially in the field at the
state level.

- They provided the best link to the definition of public
library that was applied by each state for the NCES census.

The state directories thus were considered the most reliable
independent sources. The other secondary sources served as
additional references.

The definition of pUblic library used in the 1991 PLS created
some problems. It read as follows:

"an entity that provides all of the following: a) an
organized collection of printed or other library materials,
or a combination thereof; b) a staff to provide and
interpret such materials as required to meet the
informational, cultural, recreational, and educational needs
of a clientele; c) an established schedule in which services
of the staff are available to clientele; and d) the
facilities necessary to support such a collection, staff,
and schedule. A pUblic library is established under state
enabling laws or regulations to serve the residents of a
community, district, or region."

"For purposes of the FSCS data collection, however, state
law prevails in the identification of a public library and
not all states' definitions are the same as the FSCS
definition."
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The last sentence rendered this definition inadequate from a
statistical point of view. It permitted and encouraged state
differences in the application of the definition of a pUblic
library. It became evident during the evaluation process that
the allowance of state flexibility often nullified the rest of
the definition and compromised the comparability of data across
states.

Therefore, the part of the definition referring to the
-predominance of the state law was ignored for purposes of the

coverage evaluation. The validity of a pUblic library was
; determined solely by the first four criteria, combined with a

requirement of existence during the 1991 time frame. Each entity
in the state directories and the state NCES datasets was compared
to the first part of the FSCS definition. If the library met the
four criteria found in the definition and was verified as
existing from two sources, it was considered a pUblic library.

standardizing the Time Frame

The PLS census year (1991) had some impact upon the coverage
evaluation. The secondary sources occasionally referenced a more
current year, and in some instances for the states, an earlier
year. In verifying the existence or non-existence of a pUblic
library contained in a state directory, every effort was made to
validate its existence as of the reference year 1991. This
included telephone calls where possible. In this manner, the
effect of new or discontinued public libraries ("births" and
"deaths" in the universe) was minimized as much as possible.

For example, a state report for 1992 contained references to
libraries that existed during 1992 in some cases, and 1991 in
other cases. Furthermore, it was not certain that the NCES
dataset contained information strictly for calendar year 1991.
According to the NCES public library pUblication (E.D. Tabs 
Public Libraries in the United states: 1991), there were nine
different time periods represented by the state submissions.
These covered all or parts of three calendar years. Where
coverage discrepancies existed between the NCES dataset and the
secondary sources, every effort was made to determine whether or
not the discrepancy was due to a timing problem as opposed to a
coverage problem.

Matching

The first task in the matching operation was to review the state
directories for content, and determine which of the entries were
valid "pUblic libraries" according to the FSCS definition.
Examples of invalid public libraries included university
libraries, libraries of private companies, hospital or medical
libraries, and the like. None of these belonged in the pUblic
library category. In other words, many state library directories
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were designed to meet multiple needs, and included not just
pUblic libraries but all sorts of pUblic, private, and nonprofit
entities that provided reference, reading, or research
assistance.

The next task was a two way match of each library in the NCES
dataset with each library in the state directories. The match
included name and location. This served to identify coverage
validity. Mismatches, both state directory-to-NCES and NCES-to-

-state directory, were then evaluated further for validity using
one or some combination of the following procedures:

1. Check against other secondary sources.
2. Telephone followup to individual library entities.
3. Telephone followup to the state coordinator for the

public library survey.
4. Referral to state code or statute.

Each mismatch was classified as either a valid or invalid public
library, and a determination made as to whether or not it should
be included or excluded from the true count of public libraries.

Another task was a comprehensive match between the Census of
Governments and the NCES dataset. The former focuses on special
districts that comprise independent units of local government.
This comprehensive match to the Census of Governments directory
was useful because many of the independent special district
governments that perform library functions are regional,
cooperative, or network entities that do not provide direct
library services. Instead, they serve as administrative
entities, levying taxes and the like. The Census of Governments
was a valuable source of information on these library entities
that do not meet the FSCS definitions, but which were sometimes
reported as public libraries in the state directories and the
NCES dataset.

Calculating Coverage Rates

Two statistics were calculated for each state to measure the
accuracy of coverage. First was an aggregate coverage rate,
showing the relation of the total count of entries in the NCES
dataset to the total number of libraries for the state that met
the FSCS pUblic library criteria. The formula was:

CNCES'CSD X 100 = Aggregate Coverage Rate

Where:

CNCES = the total number of libraries contained in the 1991
NCES dataset.
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«:SD = the final (true) count of pUblic libraries that met
the four FSCS criteria described above. These were
the libraries contained in the state directory,
adjusted as needed for addition of other libraries
that met the FSCS criteria for a pUblic library or
removal of libraries that did not meet these criteria.

This statistic, expressed in percentage terms, was deemed useful
~because it quantified the aggregate counts accurately where the

NCES dataset contained more entries than there were valid pUblic
libraries. Thus it could exceed 100 percent.

A match rate statistic also was calculated, as follows:

MNcES/«:sD X 100 = Match Rate

Where:

M NCES = the number of pUblic libraries in the 1991 NCES
dataset that could be matched to a public library in
the state directory that meets FSCS criteria.

«:SD = the final (true) number of pUblic libraries that met
the four FSCS criteria described above. These were the
libraries contained in the state directory, adjusted as
needed for addition of other libraries that met the
FSCS criteria for a pUblic library or removal of

libraries that did not meet these criteria.

It, too, was expressed in percentage terms, but unlike the
aggegate coverage rate the match rate could not exceed 100
percent.

The denominator was the important term in each rate formula. To
reiterate, it was derived from the state directories initially,
with adjustments. The adjustment involved either adding to the
state count if it was determined that the state directory omitted
a valid pUblic library, or reducing that count if it included
invalid pUblic libraries that did not fully meet the FSCS
criteria for defining a pUblic library.

The initial criteria for identifying a valid pUblic library were
the same four contained in the FSCS definition (cited above).
Two additional criteria were added, applied as standards to each
state. These were intended to clarify and standardize only,
based on conflicting conditions encountered in some of the states
where treatment based on the FSCS definitions was not clear. The
following library entities were included in the count of valid
public libraries (the denominator):
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1. A library district that was administratively independent
from all other pUblic libraries, met all FSCS criteria, but
had as its only service facility one or more bookmobiles.

2. A library entity that was administratively independent
from all other pUblic libraries, met all FSCS criteria, but
served solely as a "mailbox" library for lending materials
to the general pUblic. A "mailbox" library is one which has
a staff and a collection of books that are mailed to patrons
upon a written or telephoned request. There are no walk-in
facilities.

The types of library entities below were excluded from the count
of pUblic libraries that made up the denominator:

1) Libraries that only provided cooperative services to
pUblic libraries, sometimes called system libraries or
regional systems.

2) Libraries that were staffed entirely by volunteers.
Although "paid staff" was not an explicit part of the
1991 FSCS definition of a "public library," having a
paid staff was part of the 1991 definition for the
"staff" variable. Therefore, this was an implicit
requirement.

3) Library entities that "contracted out" with another
pUblic library to provide all their services.

4) Libraries that served exclusively as reference
facilities. These were considered special libraries.

COVERAGE RESULTS

Summary

The evaluation examined the PLS program for the purpose of
responding to the two basic questions posed at the outset of this
paper -- how accurate is the coverage, and are there large
numbers of library entities being excluded from the census,
resulting in a loss of credibility for the PLS program?

The coverage evaluation revealed the PLS as very comprehensive,
with only minor instances of overcounts or undercounts. Table 1
shows the results as measured by the aggregate coverage and match
rates.

The aggregate coverage rate for the united states was 99.5
percent. For individual states, the aggregate coverage rates
ranged from 87.5 percent to 106.3 percent. The aggregate
coverage rate was a measure of the total number of public
libraries in the NCES dataset relative to the number of pUblic
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libraries contained in the state directories, as adjusted based
on FSCS criteria (the true universe of pUblic libraries). It
could exceeded 100 percent if the NCES dataset contained an
overcount of the number of pUblic libraries. The aggregate
coverage rate exceeded 100 percent in six states, was less than
100 percent in 15 states, and equaled 100 percent in the
remaining 30 states and the District of Columbia.

The match rate was a measure of the number of public libraries in
-the NCES dataset that met the FSCS criteria used to define pUblic
libraries, relative to the number of pUblic libraries contained
in the universe (the state directories, again with adjustments
based on FSCS criteria). By definition, the rate could not
exceed 100 percent. The match rate for the united states was
98.8 percent. Match rates for individual states ranged from 86.1
percent to 100 percent. The factors that affect coverage issues
are described in more detail in the sections below.

The sub-sections that follow describe some of the major factors
that affected the coverage rates (the first basic question the
addressed by the evaluation). In response to the second basic
question posed at the outset, the evaluation found relatively few
library entities that were omitted from the PLS census because
they failed to meet FSCS criteria. These are discussed below
under the sub-section Measuring 'Excluded' Libraries.

state Reporting Requirements Affect Consistency

The most noteworthy state requirements that have a statistical
impact on the consistency of coverage can be put into two
categories: administration and classification.

Administration:

Annual Report Requirement -- This was a nonresponse
problem, and was the largest source of inconsistent coverage
among the states. In reporting to the NCES, states relied
on the statistics they collected for their own annual
reports on library services. There was a direct
relationship between nonresponse to the state surveys and
undercoverage in the NCES dataset. For example, Alaska did
not receive reports from 27 libraries in small villages.
Alaska decided, as did other states, to exclude libraries
from the NCES dataset if they did not return an annual
report to the state library agency.

This was an important issue to note in the PLS statistical
program. Nonresponse of this type (unit nonresponse), and
the sUbsequent undercoverage, could be documented in the
results for the benefit of the users, since it is generally
a measurable quantity.
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System Membership -- In some states, a prerequisite for
inclusion in the pUblic library statistics was that a local
library be a member of the state library system. Inclusion
in the state library system was not one of the FSCS criteria
and therefore, the Census Bureau's evaluation did not
consider membership in the state system a prerequisite.
This requirement affected some state directories, and some
state reports to the NCES, although the resulting
undercounts were small relative to the totals. For example,
in Rhode Island two libraries chose not to participate in
the state system and were omitted from the NCES dataset.
They were included as public libraries for purposes of the
evaluation. The evaluation did not attempt to determine
reasons for the prerequisite where it existed.

Classification:

Reference or Law Libraries -- These are considered special
libraries by the library community and were excluded from
both the NCES and true counts of pUblic libraries.

Facilities (Books and Buildings) -- There were several
examples for this classification problem. It appeared that
the FSCS intention was to exclude bookmobiles from the count
of pUblic libraries. The assumption was that bookmobiles
were generally operated out of, or as part of, existing
pUblic library facilities. However, this was not always the
case. In some states (Alabama and Delaware, for example),
some rural areas were served strictly by bookmobiles, which
were the only "outlets" of the local pUblic library.

Another facility issue was the treatment of "mailbox"
libraries. These were library services provided strictly
through the mail to rural areas. They existed in a handful
of states (Wisconsin, for example) and were almost always
included in the count of pUblic libraries reported to the
NCES. For statistical purposes, the evaluation results
suggested that such entities be included as pUblic libraries
as long as they were not double-counted (operated out of an
existing pUblic library facility that is open to the
public) .

Volunteer Libraries -- Classification of volunteer libraries
was generally consistent among the states, with such
libraries excluded from coverage in the statistics reported
to the NCES. The exclusion seems to be based on a "paid
staff" criterion. While not explicit in the definition for
the 1991 PLS as noted earlier, the criterion has since been
introduced.
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Regional Systems -- The existence of regional library
systems resulted in some coverage problems -- such as double
counting. For example, in New York pUblic libraries are
linked into 20 library systems for the purpose of providing
a variety of additional services to constituents. These
library systems were counted as separate pUblic libraries in
the NCES dataset, even though each library system consisted
of pUblic libraries (and their branches) that were included
already in the NCES dataset. The regional systems
themselves were not direct and separate providers of library
services. The result was overcoverage of pUblic libraries.

Native American or Alaskan Native Village Libraries -- The
1991 NCES library report indicated that "data were not
systematically collected from pUblic libraries on Indian
reservations. II The undercoverage was as much a consequence
of nonresponse to the state as it was of definition. The
coverage rates for Alaska and Arizona were significantly
affected by this issue.

unit and Item Nonresponse

When a pUblic library did not report to the state, FSCS unit
nonresponse procedures called for entering a "-1" for every
variable in the library record. Similarly, the state coordinator
was to enter a 11-1" in a record for any missing individual
variable (item nonresponse). The Report on Coverage Evaluation
found each of these conditions was inconsistently applied in the
PLS program.

unit Nonresponse:

Five states used the n-1" mechanism for handling unit
nonresponse. Forty-five states and the District of Columbia did
not rigorously use this mechanism to handle unit nonresponse or
had no need to use it because of complete coverage. It was clear
that some states omitted from the NCES dataset any pUblic library
that did not send in a report, rather than enter "-1" for each of
its variables. This differential handling of unit nonresponse
caused an undercoverage bias in the NCES dataset.

The Report on Coverage Evaluation noted that consistent state use
of "-1" for unit nonresponse would be a first step in moving
toward the development of a pUblic library directory. An
additional finding suggested having a separate variable to
indicate whether or not the library responded. This would help
eliminate undercoverage, and create the potential for applying
further statistical techniques, such as imputation, to the PLS.

Item Nonresponse:

There were two findings about the item nonresponse procedure.
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First, the use of "-1" for item nonresponse resulted in variables
being undercounted. For example, the counts of central or branch
libraries should have been higher than the totals derived from
aggregation within the dataset.

Second, the effect of the 11-1" on unit and item nonresponse
should be described more fully in the NCES pUblication (E.D.
Tabs). It contained a reference to nonresponse in a footnote to
the tables, which stated: "Totals are underestimates if the

-response rate is less than 100 percent." There were two problems
with this statement. In context, .it referred only to a single
variable (the legal service area statistic), whereas it should
refer to every statistic. More importantly, the reader did not
know which states and which variables were under reported.

other Findings

The Report on Coverage Evaluation contained several
recommendations based upon other findings with regard to the PLS
program. Among the key ones were:

1. Resolving the state reporting requirement differences
would improve coverage in the PLS. In most cases,
resolution would not require any significant changes to
procedure or additions to cost. Therefore, it would be
worthwhile to make the improvements despite the findings of
excellent coverage rates in place already.

2. The FSCS should clarify its position on selected types of
public libraries that are being treated inconsistently among
the states. This was an issue of standardizing definitions.

3. One important statistical issue to be resolved was that
of the time period covered by the annual report. Allor
parts of three calendar years were represented in the 1991
statistics. with respect to coverage, no standard reference
date was specified for the pUblic library directory frame.
A review of the 1990 NCES dataset revealed the related
problem that some of the state reporting periods had changed
between 1990 and 1991.

4. The PLS would benefit from the inclusion of additional
information about the structure and organization of pUblic
libraries in each state. As a statistical program, the PLS
did not contain a comprehensive description of the universe
being covered.

For example, California had 168 pUblic libraries, compared
to over 700 in New York. In fact, 19 states had more pUblic
libraries than does California. These included the
relatively smaller states of Connecticut, Maine, and New
Hampshire. Since differences in the number of public
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libraries do not necessarily equate to differences in
services, an explanation of just how pUblic libraries
function, and are structured and reported for each state,
would be significant.

Measuring 'Excluded' Libraries

Within the coverage issue, the NCES was very curious about the
degree of undercoverage that might be resulting from "exclusion."

-r use this term to refer to the potential undercount associated
with respondents that fall outside the scope of the definition.
In the case of the PLS, this means operating libraries that
provide services to the pUblic but that did not qualify as public
libraries according to the four criteria established by the FSCS.
Examples include libraries run by volunteers, libraries that
receive no state funding and thus are not under any state
control, and so forth. As a measure of library service, was the
PLS not fulfilling its objective because it intentionally
excluded from the census these types of library providers?

The coverage evaluation revealed the answer. As it turned out,
there were at most 171 libraries nationally that were
intentionally excluded from the library census in 1991 (and
presumably a similar number annually). Intentionally excluded
refers here to one of two possibilities. These libraries, if
they existed, did not meet the four criteria necessary to be
classified as public libraries, even though they might provide
services to the pUblic. Or, if they met the four criteria, their
existence could not be verified, usually because they were small
and failed to report to any of the secondary sources. Table 2
shows the 1991 distribution of these library entities by state.

ROLE AND ORDER REVERSAL

Most statistical projects have common sets of characteristics.
In the statistical design process, projects begin with the
identification of an information need. This is followed by
development of data collection methodology and all its component
subtasks (ASA, 1980). If the statistical project is a survey as
opposed to a census, the next step in the design process is to
develop the sample. (This step did not apply to the PLS
program.) This is followed by the actual data COllection,
analysis of results and their accuracy, and release of the
results.

with respect to the annual PLS, the order of events in the
development of the data collection methodology did not follow
commonly accepted design processes. The order was founded in
pragmatism, and its consequence was a highly successful
statistical project. An explanation is in order.
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The statistical need had been well documented (Task Force on a
Federal-State Cooperative System for Public Library Data, 1989).
It led to the creation of the FSCS, a partnership among the
states, the Federal government (represented by the NCES) , and the
u. S. National Commission on Library and Information Science
(NCLIS). The NCES took the lead role as data collection manager.
Now at that point, usual procedure would have put NCES staff to
work identifying a universe of respondents, identifying and
defining variables to collect from each respondent, designing a

-data collection process (including edit and tabulation
standards), designing forms, and so forth.

What occurred, however, was slightly different. In summary, it
started with creation of the FSCS. Established in the late
1980s, this was comprised of the NCES, NCLIS, state
representatives, and representatives from the American Library
Association. The FSCS became the central decision making body
for the PLS program.

The states already were in the business of collecting data on
their own public libraries, so there was no reason to make any
changes. Consideration was never strongly given to having the
NCES conduct its own, new census or survey of local pUblic
libraries.

In this manner, the PLS program began. The participants
recognized that not all the data collected would be consistent in
definition or units measured, as evidenced by the official
definition of public library. Nevertheless, the philosophical
approach was that small imperfections would be resolved in the
long-term. After all, each participant had a stake in the
success of the statistical program, since they were both data
providers and data users. Insofar as the results of the coverage
evaluation were concerned, this was proven to be a wise choice.

Not only were the states the basic data collection point
(enumerators), the FSCS has gone so far as to involve the states
in developing standard edit criteria and in devising new data
collection methodologies.

The re-ordering of the data collection methodology fits hand-in
hand with the reversal of roles often associated with statistical
programs in which a Federal statistical agency takes part. with
respect to the PLS program, the Federal government (through the
NCES) is very much a facilitator and sponsor. I think this is a
fair characterization. The NCES facilitates FSCS activities by
suggesting goals, bringing the state representatives together for
regularly scheduled meetings, providing resources to standardize
data collection, and seeking outside professional advice about
the PLS program. In this sense, the NCES is truly a principal
sponsor of the entire PLS program. It is not quite a full
manager, and certainly not a micro-manager.
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Again, a principal reason for the success of this approach was
that the NCES has correctly viewed the states as both data
providers and data users. The state participants became partners
in the process of managing the PLS program, including defining
its content and processing/tabulating much of the data.

PLANNING AND THE EX POST APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL STANDARDS

Now that the PLS program is well established, the NCES is
-continuing to apply basic statistical standards to the program.

These include evaluation and refinement of definitions, updating
the data collection technology, and long-term planning for
continued interaction among the states, the Federal Government,
and the public interest groups.

The forum being used by the NCES for accomplishing this is the
FSCS and its subcommittees, such as exist for definitions and
data collection. Members are the state representatives to the
FSCS, with NCES and public interest group participation. They
meet regularly to review the PLS program. There also are outside
reviews of the PLS program (such as the Census Bureau's review of
coverage).

The most important statistical standard to be addressed is that
of definition. The PLS dataset has been in place for several
years now, and it is time to set in concrete some of the basics
that will ensure a useable time series. Important among these
are a set definition of public libraries (and an associated
directory of pUblic libraries), and definitions for calculating
the various service measures that the FSCS collects.

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS

The use of administrative records as information sources is well
established in statistics. For the PLS program, administrative
records referred to the statistics originating with each state
government for purposes of monitoring and controlling the
provision of pUblic library services. The state data in turn
were from locally-maintained pUblic library records, usually
required by the parent government agency such as a city or
county.

These pUblic library data were not administrative records in the
sense usually thought of by statisticians. This is because one
traditional problem area was not encountered - namely the problem
of confidentiality. Public libraries are funded and operated as
integral parts of a local government. Their activities,
including finances and service records, are SUbject to pUblic
review. The avoidance of the confidentiality issue made the PLS
much more likely to succeed as a joint program. The other reason
local pUblic library data do not constitute traditional
administrative records is that they were collected from the
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outset with the intent of measuring the very activity covered by
the PLS program. For the PLS program, the term administrative
records more aptly refers to the FSCS piggybacking its PLS
program onto the annual state censuses of their own pUblic
libraries.

IS THE PROCESS REPLICABLE?

The PLS experience is an option that could be considered for some
-(but not all) data collection programs. What are the necessary

and sufficient conditions for such a program to succeed? The PLS
record suggests the following:

1. Existing set of records and the administrative
mechanisms already in place for ensuring that they can be
maintained and improved upon. This represents an
administrative infrastructure, to borrow a term from the
economists. In the case of the PLS, this condition was met
by the state library agencies. These were well established,
usually on their own but sometimes as part of the state
government education hierarchy.

2. A shared information/statistical need. In the PLS,
this existed because the states use the pUblic library
information to help make funding assistance decisions. The
Federal government has this need, if only to a smaller
degree.

3. A common data collection method. This was a key role of
the NCES in supporting the development of the DECPLUS
sofware that has enabled the states to apply identical data
collection methods and, as importantly, view the data from a
common perspective.

4. Willingness and ability to reach agreement on
definitions. This applies equally to the respondents being
canvassed and all of the variables being collected.

A condition that is useful, but not absolutely necessary, is the
existence of a central organization such as a public interest
group, to serve as an third party arbiter, providing objective
and professional advice. This role has been assumed both the
NCLIS, and the American Library Association, which have been
represented in the FSCS activities and committees.

A note of caution also is in order. Cooperative data collection
arrangements with the states can have some drawbacks. A
comparison exists to the Census Bureau's program for statistics
on state and local government finances. This program uses
numerous cooperative data collection arrangements with the state
governments, similar to what occurs in the PLS. As described by
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Wulf (1982), Census Bureau program differs in one significant way
from the PLS program. This is that the Census Bureau continues
to edit and tabulate the data the states provide. The decision
to do this was intentional, based upon the perception that state
governments were not neutral in measuring their own local
government financial performance. This was viewed as being
especially true for data that were being used at a later stage to
make inter-state comparisons.

-In a sense, the PLS program has evolved beyond that perception of
the states. By making the states full partners in the PLS
program, the implication is that the states have as "much at stake
in the pursuit of quality data as do the Federal Government and
library pUblic interest groups. That assumption is holding up
well so far.

CONCLUSIONS

The excellent coverage of the PLS was attributable directly to
the design of the program, with its reliance on individual states
for the basic data collection and review.

This same factor that makes coverage so complete, however, was
the principal source of inconsistency in the census. The trade
off between method of data collection and the resulting
inconsistencies was, on the whole, a worthwhile one.

However, the annual PLS is, in effect, a complete census of
pUblic libraries that is not subject to sampling error. The
differences in coverage from state-to-state are thus primary
sources for the nonsampling error that occurs. These can be
"corrected" if improved consistency is a goal for this survey,
even though state laws and practices regarding pUblic libraries
differ. These differences emanate from the government structure
and tradition within each state. This is recognized by the NCES
in the PLS pUblication, as indicated by the last sentence of the
definition cited above.
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TABLE 1. Public Library Coverage Rates and Counts,
By State: 1991

Number of Public Libraries Aggregate

State or In Universe- NCES Directory Coverage Match

area Meet FSCS In Matched Rate Rate
Criteria Dataset To Universe (In Percent) (In Percent)

(1) (2) (3) (4)=(2)/(1 ) (5)=(3)/(1)

United States, total 9,092 9,050 8,980 99.5 98.8

Alabama 198 206 197 104.0 99.5

Alaska 89 83 83 93.3 93.3
Arizona 96 89 87 92.7 90.6
Arkansas 36 36 35 100.0 97.2
California 168 168 168 100.0 100.0
Colorado 112 119 112 106.3 100.0
Connecticut 194 194 194 100.0 100.0
Delaware 29 29 29 100.0 100.0
District of Columbia 1 1 1 100.0 100.0
Florida 112 112 109 100.0 97.3

Georgia 53 53 53 100.0 100.0
Hawaii 1 1 1 100.0 100.0
Idaho 107 107 107 100.0 100.0
Illinois 605 602 602 99.5 99.5
Indiana 238 238 237 100.0 99.6
Iowa 523 513 513 98.1 98.1
Kansas 322 338 321 105.0 99.7
Kentucky 116 115 115 99.1 99.1
Louisiana 64 64 64 100.0 100.0
Maine 242 225 224 93.0 92.6

Maryland 24 24 24 100.0 100.0
Massachusetts 374 374 374 100.0 100.0
Michigan 377 377 3n 100.0 100.0
Minnesota 133 133 133 100.0 100.0
Mississippi 47 47 47 100.0 100.0
Missouri 152 150 150 98.7 98.7
Montana 82 82 81 100.0 98.8
Nebraska 272 270 269 99.3 98.9
Nevada 26 26 26 100.0 100.0
New Hampshire 230 230 230 100.0 100.0

New Jersey 312 311 311 99.7 99.7
New Mexico 72 63 62 87.5 86.1
New York 741 761 741 102.7 100.0
North Carolina 77 73 73 94.8 94.8
North Dakota 95 91 91 95.8 95.8
Ohio 250 250 250 100.0 100.0
Oklahoma 108 108 108 100.0 100.0
Oregon 124 124 124 100.0 100.0
Pennsylvania 470 448 445 95.3 94.7
Rhode Island 49 51 49 104.1 100.0

South Carolina 40 40 40 100.0 100.0
South Dakota 118 118 118 100.0 100.0
Tennessee 190 190 190 100.0 100.0
Texas 489 482 482 98.6 98.6
Utah 69 70 69 101.4 100.0
Vermont 204 204 204 100.0 100.0
Virginia 90 90 90 100.0 100.0
Washington 70 70 70 100.0 100.0
West Virginia 98 98 98 100.0 100.0
Wisconsin 380 379 379 99.7 99.7
Wyoming 23 23 23 100.0 100.0

Source: Report on Coverage Evaluation of the Public Library Statistics Program,
National Center for Education Statistics, 1994.

Definitions: Aggregate coverage rate: NCES dataset/universe of public libraries X 100.
Match rate: Public libraries in NCES dataset matched to Universel

universe of public libraries X 100.
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TABLE 2. Undercoverage Due to
Exclusion: 1991 PLS

Potential count of Percent of total for:
State excluded libraries Nation State

Total 171 1.9 (X)

Alaska 21 0.2 23.6
Arizona 17 0.2 17.7
California 1 0.0 0.6
Colorado 13 0.1 11.6
Illinois 19 0.2 3.1

Maine 8 0.1 3.3
Missouri 7 0.1 4.6
Nebraska 6 0.1 2.2
New Hampshire 3 0.0 1.3
New Jersey 1 0.0 0.3

New Mexico 9 0.1 12.5
Oklahome 2 0.0 1.9
Oregon 11 0.1 8.9
Pennsylvania 25 0.3 5.3
South Dakots 16 0.2 13.6
Texas 12 0.1 2.5

x =Not applicable.
Source: Report on Coverage Evaluation of the Public

Library Statistics Program (National Center
for Education Statistics)
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NOTES

1 Directories from two sources were identified but not reviewed:

Market Data Retrieval Directory (Market Data Retrieval)
Quality Education Directory (Wilson Marketing)

2 The FSCS consists of representatives from the state library
-agencies, the Federal Government, and the u.s National Commission

on Libraries and Information Science. Through its various
committees and subcommittees, the FSCS coordinates most of the
library statistics programs by setting program objectives,
defining statistical categories, and standardizing information
collection.
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